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Preface

With all the roles you play in a given day, you now have

another hat to wear--that of nursing home training coordinator.

Perhaps this new title is sithply an extension of other roles -

you have had as teacher, organizer, or nurse. Yet, it may

also involve new anddiffei.ent skills or the new and different

use of old skills.

The purpose of this manual is to present information regarding

both the art and science of inservice education that will

enable you to prisent effective orientation and continuing

inservice programs. 'Designed in a modified self,-instructional

approach, it prdsents an overview of topics.concerning inservice.

education. Section I presents background, information on a

number of factors which influence inservice. Section II is a
4

guide to planning programs. Section III discusses major teach-

ing methods. Section IV deals with integrating inservice into

the facility. An extensive resource list, is included at the

end as .an/aid to locating additional material.

We hope that this manual will provide you, the inservice coordi-

nator, with a, number of ideas for dynamic programs.

C,
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What is the role of an inservice trained

An inservice trainer is a teacher- manager.. Sometimes-you may

be primarily'a teacher; at other times you maybe primarily

a manager-coordinator. Whatever the xole is for the day, an

inservice trainer must be a jack-of-all-trades.

A basic:knowledge of the aspects of teaching and-learning

and an understanding .of:the human aspects of work are essential.

A trainer must be ablest() supervise much of the technical

operations of teaching.
4%

A teacher-manager, is responsible for learner results and
4, 5

personal relations with learners and the nursing home's patients.-

He must also be aware of professional and community develop-

ments within long term care.



An inservice trainer must be able
.

to plan effectively--both'

present and long range Planning. He must employ and maintain.

top qtality effort and efficiency; he can expect no more from

the learners than he expects from himself.

An inservice trainer must have developed the important skill

leadershiP. He,must be able' to delegate work and'authority

1n a way that will get the job done in the best possible way

at the least cost. In,.other words, he is expected to promote

maximum efficiency. He must knoW and Understand:how to.,

select manpower and how to develop manpower. He must be able

to coordinate all the'operations of the particular work area

so that his subordinates and students all work together

6

effectively. This includes having effective communication,

so that all levels are aware of his activities, p2licies, etc.

,Therefore, he must have a good knowledge of language and words.

An inservice trainer must be able to get the most out of what

he reads and put the most into what he writes. He must be

skillful in imparting information in a manner that is appro-.

priate and learnable.

Lastly, an inservice trainer must understand the organi2ation

within which he operates. He must be "up on" the po4cies

of the institUtion.p He must be part of and be supported by

the administration and supervisory staff. He should be able

to Motivate7emplOyess, work,with administration, teach, leatil,NT4

Coordinate, etc. In order to.inspire, motivate and guide.



others, an inservice trainer must have true understanding

of people.

The goal of this manual, is to provide a resource for you so

that you can develop the _skills and behaviors needed to meet

these goals for inservice trainers'.

.o

a
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What is inservice?

"Inservide edutation in nursing homes is a
.systematic'and continuing process of providing
job- related learning experiences for all
pesonnei'responsible for direct and indirect
care and'services to patient/residents."*

, a

When viewed as .a wholethe_concept of inservice education

seems to be something of a monolith--a task bigger than life

that can never be fully understood or, carried through. But,

as with all complex processes, thorough inservice education

is quite within the grasp of any health care 'facility. The

secret is to be, willing to work at it, and to ,break the broad.'

0

concept into specifics one step at a title.,

C

C

In the nursing home, thd ultimate goal of inservice education

is to' improve the quality of life for, the residents: Thus,
e.

an inservice education program should focus'on increasing

o

* A Concept of Inderviae Education in Nursing Homes, Nursing

Home Trathner Program,' NYM/RMP Project #20 61-70 A, United

Hospital Fund of New York, December, 1972.



the technical profbeiency and_Social commupi on skills.of.

the. nursing home staff, keeping the staff.up.todate ,.on new

techniques,.equipmentt.and concepts of care. The program
. ,

should-be meticulously planned Ather.than thrown together

in a haphazard fashion.

0
Basically, inservice- education can encompass these four

major afeas*:

O

1. Oientation--to the home's spebilic objectives,
organiqationi personnel'policieg; job descrip
tions,--and to the physical-plant in which care
and services are provided to patient/resi'dents..
This includes ongoing orientation'uof all person-
nel to any changes in the nursing home.

2. Skjll Training-A-to develop competencies related
to physical needs of patient/residents,
nursing care, food-service, activities of daily
living, safety, application of written procedures
for care af'persons with acute or chronic ill-
nesses, including rehabilitative -and, restorative..

techniques.
o .4

3. Continuing Education-7-to build additional com-
petencies and to integrate interpersonal skids
into all aspects of interaction with patient / .
residents, families, \other visitors to the home,
other personnel from various departments within
the hornet:etc.

Continuing education provides new knowledge,
understanding, skills based on findings of
retearah in the physical and behavioral sciences,
e.g.', new techniques for serving physical-social-
eMotional-spiritual needs of ,aging persons with
illnesses or disabilities in institutional
settings.

* A Concept of Inservice Education in Nursing Homes, Nursing

Home Trainer Program, NYM/RMP Project #20 61-70 A, United
Hospital Fund.of New York, December,*1972.

,



. Leadership and Management Development--for
selected personnel who.show,potential for -

learning and: applying ,new methods of 'leader-.

ship and-manageMprit'positions who show evidence
of need for assistance in :this area' of on-the-

job. performance.

Orientation*

'.Orientation gives employees basic information.which allows

them to function efficiently and effectively within the

health care organization. Each employee needs to knaw and

'understand organizational policies, procedures, structure,

9.\

.

,services, and.benefit.s.-1 The length and depth of each facility's
4.

orientation will vary, depending on size, specialized services,
- .

.

,

number of employees, and the knowledge and skills of new .

,
.-

employees.

Essentially, orientation is both a *welcome and an introduction

of the new employee tb-the nursing home, the work environm6nt,

supervisory staff and department colleagues. The broad,
\

.

general .goals, -of an orientation program include"the following:.

.1. To introduce Individuals to the facility, its

policies, procedures arfd personnel.

2: to acquaint new employees with the home's
physical facilities.

3. To. instill in employees a posi9we attitude of
belonging in the organization.

* Material' adapted. from Truelove, J.W. and 1.4nton, C.B.,
Hospital-Based Education; New York, NY: ArcoPPublishing,

-Inc., 1980.
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"To 'provide new eMplewees with adequate instruc-
tion so they can begin tie job with confidence:-
and security.

5.. To familiarize employees 04.th their dekartmerit--
.i.tp.fUnctions, relationship with other. depart-
ments, surievisory staff; and working colleagues.-

. 0c

To achieve these goals, it is extremely important-that before

the new employee's arrival. the department supervisor inform '

..;-

..presentemployees that a new person has beef: hired; the

rationale-for hiring the new person, and his or her functions

.within the'dd5artment... This sets the-stage for,the-new person,
-

and helpt'create a positive working environment:

6.
To ease' the adjustment of-a new employee:

.-

1. DeVelop an emplOyee ofientatio/manuai,.Which
blistsiand explains personnel policy.,- hospital
services, IDI-lefits:and-programs

2, 'Announce names of newemploYeeson.depart7
jmmtai bulletin boards and in the facility

ti aliewpaper, if- there is orie.
,

3. Organize a departmd,nt'!buddysystemin_Which
establishe staff members serve as resource,

agentt for. new employees.

. 'Develop, an individualized department informa-
. tion packet, which contains the organizational

chart for the department, new employee's job
description, departmental procedures, regula-
tions and a listing of staff members with their

titles. 0

.,

Before ii taff, member begins an.inservide education program,.

.
- . ./ .. t

szi:
--,---

/however, he must be'famIliar with the facility, routine,
0i

v'

regulations and. people with whom he will work. Orientation,



like inserviceeducation, should never behaphazard.

thorough, well7-roungled,orieniation program will eliminate

countless problems for new' employees.

Skill training

Skill training ensures'that all employees have basic. skills.

.

Some employees may. come to the,faciliey with previous exper-

O

42,

ience and: training, while other6 need skill training. The

length,and depth of skill training depends 'on the facility,

the employee, and the/trainer.
1

./.

Skill training develops baSic competpncies for patient care

and should be regarded as a vital component of new 'employee

orientation as well as ongoing staff development. The

ultimate-goal of skill training is providing excellent patient

care. As such, skill training-should encompass all basic

patient care skills needed by an employee.to performeffectivel:

and efficiently in his particular job role.

4

The basic steps in developing skill training 'are:

1. Ask. Ask the administrator, the supervisor".
the employee What skills are most.needed.1:7
Check the Skills CheCklist*. Determineiwhat
the ,emplOyee can and cannot do.

Check. Performance. 4serve the, employee in
an actual job role. Ask the employee to'

e

demphgtrate in class.
. .

3. Demonstrate. Wherevet;/whenever, -demonstrate..
needed_ski-Lls. Have'- ongoing training in skills...
where,there are deficiencies. .Asksiapervisors.
to 4emOnstrate.and cheCk. _Be a good role model.

1
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Review monitors of performance. Incident reports, financial'

statements,-Supervisory reviews, patients' comments are all

informative. Never be satisfied with skills& Constantly

update, review, and demonstrate. Remember these are

essential basic skills.

Continuing Education

Continuing education helps employees develop new skills and
.

increase job competency. It provides new knOw\ ledge and skills

that enhance minimum job performance and encourage optimum

job performance. It is an essential component of staff

development and should be an ongoing, never-ending goal of

the facility,

.

.The broad., general goals of continuing education. should

include :

1. An update of new or changing facets of the
facilityrpolicies procedures, and,Parsonnel.

Recent developments within a-given field of
work - -new. techniques, new medications.

3. Positive attitude deveIopment of employees /
toward the faOility, its employees, its
patients, and the community.

4. Personal growth and development to help
employees reach full job potential.

To achieve these'goals, the inservice trainer should have-an

ngoirig, interesting, program. Employees should want to

attend and have the attitude that.training is'relevant and

.rewarding. The inservice trainer can foster this attitude by:

13
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1. Before you engage an employee'in'any learning
situation', be sure that the experience is both
needed, and relevant. Conduct a formajor

. informal needs assessment to determine specific
knowledge -and skill level.

2. Gain administrative and supervisory support.
When the management views inservice as vital,
so do the employees.

3. Always recognize and affirm the past knowledge
and eXperiencesof the employee, even if they
are not directly related to the task or the
learning activity.

.

44. Be sensitive and respectful of employees' time.
If you are going to organize asesSiorY for them,
start on time, prepare an agenda, and state the
specific objectives, of the session at the onset.

5. Help the employee see the releNtance and utility
of the session. Relate the experiences directly
to the employee's job.

6. Reduce the'fear of failure and job security by
stating the specific criteria that will be used
for measuring the attainment of the objectives.

7. Try to present a.variety of methods that the
. employee can use to master the. objectives, such

as individual meetings with you, attending class
sessions, receiving peer tutoring, or reading
supplementary materials.

8. Design learning situations in which employees
assume an active rather than passive roles.
ps&demonstrations, discussion, and role plays.
Let employees be in control and learn from _

each other.

Leadership and Management Development -

Improved education and development of superviory personnel

are becoming critical priorities in many health care, settings.

With increasing external Pressures (legislation, labor market)

and with internal pressures (grievances, employee dissatisfac-

tion, and turnover), effective supervision an management are

essential. Additionally,- supervisors are often promotedto

14
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their jobs because they are good employees or have been with

the facility.for a time. They may or may not have management

skills.

Although you as training coordinator may not be asked to teach

management developments you may be asked to coordinate or

recommend outside training. The following list provides a

basic overview of the concept of training (orientation skills

training and staff development) and leadership and management

-development*.

Purpose

Scope

Training

Supplies specific
knowledge, skills,
or attitudes for
the performance of

_ specific tasks.

Deals with specific
tasks or subject
areas.

Selection Participants are
chosen because they
lack skills, knowl-
edge, or attitudes
required by job
requirements (i.e.,
because of what
they don't have).

Evaluation Compares partici-
% paneso.performance

to training criteria
or job standards.

Identifica- Needs are based on
tion of need, preSent or antici-

- pated performance
of tasks.

ca

Management Development

Supplies individuals
prepared-to meet facility's
goals in specific positions
or functions (i.e., people
who have the ability to
perform whole-groups-of-----
tasks).

.

Deals with a complex of
tasks, training individual
for an'areaof responsi-
bility. T

Participants are chosen
because past performance
has deMonstrated their
potential for new ,respon-
sibilities (i.e., because
of what they do have).

Evaluates the participant's
performance continuously
in terms of facility's
goals.

Needs are based on organi-;
national needs.

* Adapted. from Warren, M.W., Training for Results, Reading,

MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979.
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Training supplies specific knowledge, skills, or attitudes-

needed by the facility.' It is oriented to tasks. Management

develounent prepares individuals to perform whole groups of

tasks and to provide leadership to others.

With this introduCtion,-in mind, then,' inservice training

designed to improve the quality of patient care in nursing

homesin fact/all inservice training--would be' based on

these principles from the American Hospital Association:*

all personnel must -be offered the opportunity
'for growth,' development and advancement of knowl-
edge, understanding and skills to ,he1p them im-
prove their on-the-job performance;inservice.
education provides such opportunities

inservice_education_enables_personnel_to_provide
care and services which 'note and maintain op-
timal levels of independe, functioning among
patient/residents

continued improtment of the quality of inservice
education serves the best interests of the nursing
home, its personnel, and patient/residents

continued improvement of the quality of inservice
education requires active participation of repre-
sentatives of all levels Of personnel whb are
responsible for direct and indirect nursing home
.care and services

inservice education is an integral pert of the
management process; the quality of inservice
education practice is determined by the climate
of acceptance; appreciation and support engendered
by attitudes and actions of administrative and
.supervisory personnel at all levels of nursing
homeforgenization

* A Concept of Inservice Education in Nursing Homes, Nursing
Home Trainer Program, NYM/RMP Project.#20 61-70 A, United
Hospital Fund of New York, December, 1972:

16
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the climate of acceptance and appreciation of the

values of inservice education is established

through such administrative action as: (a) allo-

cating monies, time, human and other resources to

the inservice education program and (b) encour-

aging all personnel to communicate their ideas

and information about inservice education goals

and processes.

A welI-Conducted education program, encompassing staff

development, orientation, and -on- the -job training, is an

invaluable boon to a.health care facility. In the long

run, the program has the potential to save. money, red4ce

mishaps, and increase employee satisfaction and production.

Vt-



What is a teacher?

Carl Rogers stated that it is probably impossible to teach

anyone anything. Rather, the role of the effective educator

is to create an environment that stimulates the desire to

learn. The responsibility to learn the information mast be

assumed by the learner. Teaching is truly an interactive

process with both teachers and learners giving and receiving'

from one another. Teachingx_like iparhing,_la_not-easy; i-t-
_

.1

is both an art and a science. The art is a reflection of the

individual personality of the teacher and how he/she puts

the different components together into a working whole. The

science of teaching, is reflected in. the different, techniques

that teachers use to plan, present, and evaluate all instruc-
,

tion.

Teaching is based on effective decision-making--decisiohs

regarding self, patients, learners, and the services provided.

1.7

1.8
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Ingervice trainers are constantly deciding on the Who, What,

When, or How of instruction. They ask: What am I-doing

here? Who are my students? What are their learning styles?

What content/skills will be taught? How, will the

information be presented ?, willthe instruction take

place? When will_the"instruction-occur? How.long-will the

students have tO, learn? the students be evaluated?

In the context of your-role as .a training coordinator-,-many

of the critical questions may have already been

What will be taught has been defined in the Skills. Checklist

--andthe-13-a-si-c-Te-a-ahrrig Outlines, prepared by the Texas Depart-

ment of Health. Facility policy may dictate additional

answers.

Let's take a careful look apt your role as teacher. It is

, A
difficult to list all the qualities of a gobd teacher. If

you assume that it is the inservice trainer's role to help

employees learn andoto create effective learning situations,,

then some of the qualities are:

1. The ability to communicate ideas. This encom-

paSses the entire field of communicative skills

--reading, writing, speaking, 'and listening.

. A sound philosophy of education. This, of

courSe, Will stem from a broader philosophy of

life.

Skill in instructional methods. This includes

the ability :.%) use the proper instructional

techniq4c, r the right time.



4. An understanding of how people learn. Without
this, 611 else is pointless.

5. Knowledge of subject matter. It is generally
conceded that one who instructs should know
more than those who are learning from him/her.

6. A well-integrated personality. Just as you
would not knowingly expose students to an
infectious disease, you would not deliberately
plane them under an instructor who was emotion-
ally unstable.

7. Creative imagination. -This is a quality of an
outstanding instructor.

S. A real interest in people's learning.

These same qualities can also be applied to the inservice

trainer's, role as manager. Perhaps, though, the qualities

should be stated:

1. The ability to communicate ideas.

2. ,A sound, philosophy-o management.

19

3. Skill in organization, recording, and monitoring.

4. An understanding of people and how they interact.,

5, Knowledge of the work environment.

6. A well integrated personality.

7. Creative imagination.

8. A real interest in the nursing home and the
people who work and live within it.

The point of all this is-not that teachers are perfect.

Rather it is that the teacher has a firm knowledge Of who
-

is the teacher, what_is to be taught, and who is the-learner.

Teachers are leaders, and, as such, must lead. .
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Leader behavior can create a climate for-learning'. Without

a positive learn climate,-a teacher cannot teach, because.

a
learners will not learn. The following list illustrates

variety of positive and negative contributions of leader

behavior.*
a

Behavior that contributes Behavior that contributes

to negative climate, to positive climate --

Objectives obscure or not well
communicated.

Learners not given an oppor-
tunity to influence the
objectives, voice concerns
or anxieties.

Leader does not keep to
program and objectives

The procedure,is not in
keeping with objectives,
e.g., the group. is told of
the importance of really

---1-i,stend,ng-top-one-another-,
but the leader does not
listen to group members.

Leadership behavior unpre-
dictable. Learners never,
know what-is coming next.)

Leader relates especially
to one or two learners.

7-Specialist or jargon.
language.

,Group de isions are'acted
upon.

0 s-s.,

Objectives clear and-clgardy
presented.

Learners involved in planni4ig
--either formally or inform
ally. Anxieties and concern
elicited, listened to, and

responded to.

Leader keeps to program and
objectives, but is open to

renegotiation if appropriate.

Tire procedure is ,consistent
with the objectives.

Leadership behavior predic-

table.

Leader's relationships.evenly
distributed.

Language is appropriate to the
level of the group. Special'
language is explained when it

is needed.

Action taken immediately on
group decisoions.

* Adapted from oughary, J.W. and Hopson, B., Producing

Workshops, Semina , and Short Courses, Chicago, IL: Follett

Publishing.Companym 979.



Behavior that contributes
to negative climate

Leaders never mix with learn.:
ers. Disappear into exclusive
staff groups.

Feelings not checked out.. The
leader makes assumptions about
how learners feel.

Silence becomes threatening
and creates awkwardness.

Leader never available at
breaks or other times.

Co-leaders never.express
differences in front of the
group and never discuss
design changes openly,'

Leaders extend time ,of
sessions and run over.

21

Behivior that contributes
to positive climate

Leaders distribute themselves
at breaks. Staff sessions
arranged for other times.

Feelings are checked out
during and between sessions.

Silence used positively for
thought and reflection.

Leader is available outside of
sessions if any group partici-
\
pant is experiencing special
difficulties.

Co-leaders discuss differences
openly, thereby'act as valuable
role'lliOdels. There has' to be
a high level of mutual trust
and professiOnal respect to do
this. When appropriate, design
changes are discussed in front °

of the grbup.

Agreed upon time is always
adhered to. Any changes occur
only after thorough negotiation.

Leadi does not keep group Group kept to the point unless.

to the point. Irrelevancies they wish strongly to do some-

pursued. thing else, 'in which case the,.
contract is renegotiated.

Individuals or small groups
allowed' to dominate.

Conflict/buried or ignored.

_

Leader
/

not alert t6--the-dy-
namics/of the group or
,skilled enougivto deal with
issues.

Overly 'serious or inappro-
priate humor. .,.t,

.

Participation is evenly dis-
tributed\by appropriate leader-
ship-behavior and.by the use of
exercises that-given:air time"
to. everyone:,

Conflict brought into the open
and dealt with.'

Leader has necessary observa-
tion and grdup panagement skills.

Humor used to lighten the
session.

22



Behavior that contributes
to negative climate

No self-Aisclosure, so.part
icipants neyer know the per
son behind the role of leader.

Low trust level. Learners
feel the need to be defensive.

Competitive attitude.

Overcritical or attacking-
type feedback.

At this

Behavior that contributes
to posifivb climate

Appropriate self-disclosure.
The ldader, is seen as a real
person with concerns,joys,
and vu;nerabilities like
everyone else.

High trust level.. The leader
has used trust-building ills,

appropriate self-di
sure, warmth; genuineness
accepting of difference , not
being defensive when c iticized.

) Cooperation and joint problem-
solving approach. °Climate,
set by leader's behavior.

Feedback given, constructively.

G

point, you may be asking, "How can I be all these

answer is that you probably can't. But you
things?" The

can use these lists as. guides for self-improvement and as

evaluatiori questions of your abilities as a teadher; manager:,

or leader.

It is essential when you ask others to.learn that you learn

also. Self-improvement cannot be demanded'. It is a personal

function. By being-a role model, you can encourage learning

in others.

4.0;
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What you, need to, know

about learning.

"Learning" is an activity not restricted to a classroom or

laboratory. The principles of learning carry over into

daily routine of each person's life. In this'chapter, we

will examine how people learn, and we will_relate that infor-

mation to the particular situation of-the adult learner.

-.-

How do people learn?

by doing the' activity.

A person learns a-given-act-iVity only

By "learn" we'meah a-change.in behav-

' ior. We "learn" nothing'from a lecture. To tea the success

of a

they

training program, ask: Can the students do something

could not do before?

p

Training is not the same thing as learning. Training is

merely ,the' administrative framework for learning. Many.

training programs fail because:
,

il

23 24
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,
1. 'Too' often they are taught the way the person'

c conducting the program was taught.
e, . I . I.

t
0

1 r

.
4

' 2? Theydb- riot cleaell de tine a realistic
objective at the-

z

beginAing of the grogram.'
-.- ,

. .

,...

----S. They do not take inta.acceunt the- learning
-

.....--. needs of the student, .

N

"new" to. be learned to what he has Already learned,

C

To repeat', a person cannot learntO do an activity unless he

does the activity to belearned. Forexample, atrainer can-

-

not expect a nurse to sit in'a classroom, listen to someone

describe a procedUre, and then' be able:to do it. For.earn-

ing to take place, the nurse must practice the behaVior in

,

a realistic situation.

a person to lefirn, he must wtnt-to-learn. The learnier's :

wants and needs must be considered in relation' to the_ objec-:

times of the program;_ If the program dogg not meet-his needs,

he will not want to\learn. Techniques such as role playing,

small groupst and case studies are available 'to. involve

student -in the learning process. These methods will'be

diacussed in later chapters.

'How much one learns'depends upon his ability'torelate.wilat

he already'knows to a. new_ situation. In' other_ the

degree to which a student can identify elements dn anew=

situation to elements ih.a pievious experience,will determine

his ability to learn. This principle requires-individual:

-Work; each person must -have the opportunity `to relate the
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The'following leaining principles work together to increase

motivation, the rate and degree of learning, the transfer of

earnOg to" application, and the retention of information.

None ofthese principles exists in isolation, but contributes

to%the learning experience as a whole.

a

1. Order. ,Things that occur in- ogin- -a -1 order are
eaSir to learn than iDfno order exists.

2. Length and Complexity; Smaller amount§ of infor-
mation are easier to learn than large amounts.
Teactrsegmentd-fitst, then put together. to ft=
a whole.

3. Meaning. The morelmeaningful the task, the easier

it is to learn. -Trainers must help student's see
'meaning in what they are learning._

. Whole vs..part.' Xhe_most efficient way_for
student to learn is to work on the smallest
segment of material that has meaning.

5. Vividness. 'Highlighting particular facts will
draw aftention to them.

. Motivation. Possibly the single most important
fActor in learning'.

7. Reinforcement.. Behaviors tha t are reinforced
are more likely to be repeated than those that
are not.

,

-8. Feeling tones. If a student, has "good vibes"
_while learning, the learning will be more

efficient. '

-9: Active participation. The student' must be
actively involved with the'instructional
content to learn.

10. Degree of guidance. Careful ,guidance by the
trainer will greatly improve the efficiency

trainingoand learning. Guidance shduld be
withdrawn as the student gains proficiency.

11. Knowledge of results. A student must receive
feedback-if his performance is to improve.'

The more specific and immediate the feedback.

the,bettert
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12. Level of aspiration. The amount of material a.

student elects to learn over d'period of Time

will vary from student' to student.

13. Schedule ,of Eractj.ce.. Students should practice

the smallest part Eat has maximum meaning and

does not waste time. Emphasize performance,

not arbitrary time limy

This 'is bdrely a glimpse of 19arning theory. Volumes have

been written in each of these. areas. All of the above

factors should be considered when you pfn. Ask yourself the

questions that 'relate to each point and evaluate .yaur

Replan if each. point has not been
considered an -alt With***

0

Motivation (factor #6 above) is one of the key factors or

learning. If the learner does not want the information, then

you cannot teach. .Motivation is also one of the biggest

prOblems for inservice trainers in nursing homes... Nurses

aides may not see any value in training. Supervis-rs can
. 4

resent the time spent on training. Administrator's cannot

See staff improvement. ThJse are all motivation problems.

The basic question her700;i.s: What motivates people? This

question is 'frequently-asked and constantry-researched. It
V4

is a basic concern for anyone who wishes to establish and

'

,, - /

maintain effective re7.AtiOnships- with"otherS.- It is funda-

(as 4-1

mental to manageMent and to learning-

`"

t-

1
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Experts agree that there are some basic principles to_motiva-

ting others. The following list* may give you some ideas.

1. Use appropriate methods of reinforcement.
Reinforcement is the key to human''motivation.
Rewards should always be contingent on-Per-
formance. Don't give too:much reinforcement..
Reinforcement is personal. Dispense rein-
forcers as soon as possible after the-desired
performance.

2. Eliminate unnecessary threats and punishments;
Threats and punishment have a negative affect
in the long run.

3. Provide people with flexibility and choice.
Whenever possible, permit employees to make
decisions.

4. Provide support when it is needed. Employees

should be encouraged"to ask for support and

assistance. Asking for help should never Fie

considered a sign of weakness;. it should be
.considered a sign of. strength.,

5. Provide employees with responsibility along
f with their accountability. Appropriate

responsibility means responsibility that is

neither too high nor too low for the employee.

Few 'people will reject accountability as long

as the tasks in question.are within:their areas

of responSibility..

6. Encourage employees to set their own goals.
People tend to kqow their own capabilities
and liMitations lietter than anyone else. In

addition, personal goarsetting results in a
,commitment to goal accomplishment.

7. Make sure that employees are aware of how their.

tasks relate *Up personal and organizational

goals. Routine work can result-in passivity

and boredom unless employees are aware of how

these routine tasks contribute to their own
development and the success of the organization.

A few extra minutes of explanation can increase

productivity tremendously.

* Material adapted from Spitzer, D.R., "Thirty Ways to'

Motivate Employees to Perform Better," Training/HRD, March,

1980, 51-56.

"I 28
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8. Clarify your expectations and make sure what
employees understand theM. Unclear expectatiOns
can result in a decrease in motivation and, I
ultimately, frustration. Let them know what you
:want them to do and how they are expected to do
it.-

0. Design tasks and environments to be consistent
with employee needs. Although it is impossible
to totally individualize working conditions, it
is possible to give employees the opportunity
to satisfy their own needs. Good common sense
can result in effective work design.

10. Individualize your sup,.IrOision. Motivation can
be increased through supervision,
prbviding the minimum amount of supervision
that is required by the individual for optimal

' performance.,

11. Provide immediate and relevant feedback that will
help employees -improve. their performance in the

future. Feedback is most 'effective when it follows
performance.. 'Feedback should be relevant to
the task andshould provide employees with clues

on how they might improve their performance at
the task. .

12. Rocognize and help eliminate barriers_to.dridiv-
idual achievement. Many poor performes might

.haVe, all the. skills and motivation needed .to
accomplish a certain. task, but they are held back'

by some barrier or obstacle. If this barrier

is not.recognized'and removed, this individual
might remain an underachiever indefinitely.

Many people who are. labeled "filures" or "incom-
..petbnte°%are simple being hindered by,relatively
minor obstacles that SuperVisors haven't recogr.

nized. The-tragedy is that, after.a
the employee may begin to acCept-the."failure"
label. as a,fact.

Exhibit confidence in employeeS.' Confidence usually

-results,in positive performance.:

14. Increase the likelihood that employees.will
experience accomplishment.. The old saw.that
."nothing succeeds like success",definitely
_appears to be true. No matter how small their

contributibn might appear, all employees should

be. given credit.for theiraccomplishment.

1
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1\ 15. Exhibit interest in and knowledge of each
individual undernyour supervision. People
needt6 feel important and personally signif-
icant. .Personal knowledge of employees will
provide clues as to what reinfprcers can be
used effectively in the future.

.
16. Encourage. individuals to participate in making

decisions. that affect them. Nothing tends to
-inhibit motivation like a feeling of "power-
.les-ifiess:."- Employees should be made to under-'
stand that. they have control over. the things

\that affect. vo,

.
e

Establish'a'cliMate of trust-and-Open commtni- .

cation.- Motivation is highest in;--organizations
that encourage Openness. and trust.

18.\Minimize the use of statutory powers, Rule of
\law is sometimes,needed, but ,it,does not erl.
Courage. increased motivation. AtteMpts should
be made .to manage democratically, encouraging.
employee -input -and participation.

I

19. Help individuals to see the integrity, sig-
nificance and relevance of their work in terms
of\organizational output.

20. Listen to and deal effectively with employee
coMplaints. Often task-irrelevant problems

,can\greatly reduce productivity when they are
'not\dealt with. ,It is important to handle
problems and complaints before they get blown
u out of proportion.

21. Point out improvements in performance, no
matter how small. This is particularly
im ortant when employees are beginning work
on new tasks.

22. De ons\trate your own motivation through
be avior and attitude. Nothings turns people
of faster than a supervisor who,preaches
mo ivationbut doesn't practice what he
pr ache\s.. Modeling appropriate behavior
an motivation is a very'powerful tOol
in eed.

23. Cri,ticize behavior, not people.' Negative
feedbac, on performance should never focus
on_the performer as an, individual.
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,24. Make sure that effort-pays off in results. If
effort does,not pay off, there will be a
tendency to stop trying. To a very gat ex- .
tent, motivationjs-the.effective marib:gement

of effort. ( '

25. 'Encourage employees engage in novel and
challengihg activities. Supervisors can pro-
vide employees with opportunities to try new
things an0 assign-tasks that are increasingly
more difficult (but not too difficult) :

26. Anxiety is fundamental- to motivation,\so dot
eliminate it completely.' .There is a' common'
misconception that all anxi'ety is bad. But
the truth is that moderate leyels of anxiety
can increase motivation. The total elimina-
tion-Of task anxiety -can result in lethargy,
while high anxiety can result in disorienta-
tiOn.

,27. Don't believe that "liking" is always corre-
lated with positive performance. 'Too often,
people believe that liking something is a
preregui4te for performing it well. If-a
task results in reward and if the results are
satisfying, the task itself could be boring
and ,distasteful.

28. Be concerned with short-term and long -term.

-motivation. Sometimes rewards and incentives
are so remote in time that their motivating
impact is weakened: People should bp given
short-term, as _well as long-term reinforce-
ment. Conversely, people who receive-only
short-term reinforcemeht and incentives tend,
to.fall short of-optimal motivation: they

lack a long-term perspective-on their jobs.

EffeCtive motivational-programs utilize a
complementary set of short-term and long-term
incentives and rewards.

Adult learning*

Malcolm Knowles is one 'of the foremost leaders in the field .

of adult education. He provides us with a number of insights,

into adult learning. Adults have at least four characteristics

.
Knowles, M., The Modern Practice of Adult Education:

Andragogy versus Pedagogy, New York, NY: Association Press, 1970

f- ,
31
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as learners that differ from the characteristics of youth as

learners (especially as typically assumed in traditional.

schooling).

4

Difference 'in self-concept. Youth tend to see themselves as

essentially dependent persons. They enter an educational
, , 0

activity with the concept that role is the- more
..

,

.

less passive one of receiving the information adults have

decided they should have.

AdUlts, on the-other hand, tend_to see themselves as respon-

sible, self-directing, independent.personalities. Adults

have a deep psychological need to be-treated with respect,

be perceived as having the ability to run their own lives.

1.

They tend to avoid, resist, and resent being*placed in

0tuations in which they, feel they are treated like °children,

i.e., told what to do and what not to do talked down to,

embarrassed, punished or judged. Knowles suggests:

1. Create a climate of mutual respect, of warmth
and informality, of freedom from threat and
judgments of positive regard for each person.

2. Use procedures that let the learner diagnose
his ova needs for learning deeply and objec-
tively, rather than having the trainer's
diagnosis of the student's needs imposed on,

him.

,

3. Involve the students in 'the learning process.

Mutually formulate objectives and design learn -.

ing activities.

4. Share responsibility with'the students for
actually conducting the learning activity,

tiP
co
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5. Use procedures that let learners evaluate their

own progress toward learning goals.

6. Shift the trainer's role from that of director
and transmitter of learning to that of/stimu-
lAor and resource for: self-inquiry. /

Difference in amount of experience. A t "ypical" adult enters'

'into ah.educatibnal activity with, a gre&ter volume of

experience, simply by having liyed longer. than a typtcal

youth. Therefore, adult learners. are themselves a richer:
r,

resource'for learning thanyouth usually are; they are less

dependent on the vicaridis,experiences of teachers, experts,

and textbooks; they have .a broader foundation of information

on which to connect new ideas. On the other hand, they may

also have more fixed habits of thought. Regarding experience,

Knowles gives us the following points:

-l. Emphasize experiential techniques, such as
discussion, case method andsimulation.
Down-play such methods as lecture, assigned
reading, quizzes and audio-visual presenta

tions.

Examine the relationship between new concepts
and the life experiences of the'students.

3. Open up habit patterns with preliminary
"unfreezing" activities such as feedback

exercises'.

Difference in readiness to learn. Youth resist learning things

that are not related 'totheir developmental tasks at each--

stage of growth. .Adultsi, too, are-most °ready to.learn those

things required 'by the developmental tasks of their current .

stage of growth, be it.early adulthood,iddle age, .or later

M1,w 2J
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maturity. Knowles writes:

1.'The developmental tasks of a particular group
of learners provide a better guide for deter- .

'mining the sequence of learning activities than
the logical needs of an institution or subject
matter. expert.

2, Motivation will be increased if ways canbe
found to help.adults beobme more aware of their
diwelopmental tasks.

bevelopmltal tasks evolve out of the changing requirements

of the social.roles of adulthood. For example, in the

role of worker, the first developmental task is to get a job;

at that point, he is.ready to learn anything required to get

a job, but not much else about the worker role. He is not

ready to learn much about supervising others in the job'until

he has first mastered it himself and has entered the "getting

ahead" phase.

Difference in time perspective.

Youth tend to perceive most of their learning as being for

"use later in life; their time perspective is ope of postponed'

application. Their orientation to learning issthat of

accumulating subject-matter knowledge. Adults, on the other

hand', engage. in learning largely in response to pressures they

.feel from current life problems. They hope to get'some help

in dealing more adequately with situations they are' experiencing

now. Their time perspective is'one of immediate application,

and their orientation.to learning is that of problem solving.

34
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Youth tend to be subject-centered in their approach to

learning; adults are problem-centered. Knowles states:

1..Units, of, learning that are organized around
the life-problems of the learners will be

perceived as being more relevan't than units'

organized by subject matter.

Programs based on information from the
Students about the. problems ttley want help

,with are more likely to be effective than

other pAgrams.

3. Descriptions of learning units that are
problem oriented will be perceived as being

more relevant than those that are subject-

oriented.

In-order to aid you in comparing the familiar child-centered,

learning (we have: all been to elementary school) to.adult-.

centered learning, a comparative chart is iricluded at the

end of this chapter.

The followihg 'are major problems in adult learning, and some

techniques for-overcoming these problems:*

Anxiety. Most adults experience some anxiety in the classroom.

This is often expressed as hostility, refusal.to interact, or

demand for attention.

Begin training with .a "getting to know you" inter-

change. Introduce yourself. Mention personal

facts about your background and qualifications

(adults react.more positively to qualified teachers).

Create'cohesiveness by encouraging interchange,

Physical arrangements should be comfortable and

promote interaction..

* Adapted from Gerontology Practitioner Training Manual :.

Basic Aging; Gerontology Center, the Pennsylvania State

University.



Assure the group any .contributiOn or. question is

welcome. Encourage participation with positive
reinforcementr reset to comments and- questions.

in a positive way, e.g. "That,-is:a-goOd-queStion
because...." Never ignore.a comment or question, .

no matter how trite or, negatiVe it might. be..

Put yourself in the place of the, students in

your group. Understand they come from diverse.
,backgrOundS. DOn't force a xel4ctant one' to

partddipate. TdOt.bepothe'impatieht if you

must repeat directions.

Do not read materialam.facts and use a
comfortable style of delivery. Be at ease,'

so that those you are tryingt6 reach will also
be at ease.'

Memory.

Cue redundantly; make use of oral and written

presentations. Write. on the chalkboard a's yoga
are saying the words. Encourage note taking.

Request definitions from the group. Avoid jar-

gon except where it is a necessary part Of the
instruction.

Do not do all the talking. Encourage the group

to verbalize concepts.

.Foster,dself-discovery. Encourage individual
thinking and participation in the learning

situation.

Illustrate concepts by sharing personal experience
that can serve asap example of the idea you are,

trying to teach.

Encourage students td\relate their experience ,

to classroom concepts.

Whole-Part Learning.

*Present the whole of.the training before the

parts. Summarize what the trining 'will cover.

Distribute an outline so that adults.can ,relate

each session to the outline.

Know the general Objectives of the training and

familiarize yourself with specific objectives for

each session. Incorpdkate these objectives.: into

your delivery. '14_,

35
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Goal Orientation.
)

.

.

.

Tiy, to understand the individual goals'and exper-

iehce of,the trainees.. Encourage them to relat$
,

concepts to their. situations. If the training

lacks interest oris not meeting the students'

goals, they will often withdraw from,the learning

situation,' either physically or mentally.

.

Lack. of IMotivatio,) - )-.

.

,..-
i

. .
'

Training must hold the stu nts' ,interest. if they

are to be motivated to lea
e

. Encouragethem to

take an active role,°and orient the training to

their needs.
I

At this point, let's review. What does all this mean to you

as inservice trainer.? What can you do to aid learning in

your nursing home?

, In order to maximize your teaching experiences, build upon

the positive variables that exist:

1. "Conneet" with your students as adults.

2. Build upon the team spirit and. relate all the

instructional experiences back to the patient/

residents.

3. Allow yourself to learn from your students,

for they have skills and knowedge to share

with you and their peers.

4. Remember, that all ofyour students have other

responsibilities, so organize,your presentation

carefully and 'efficiently. Use their time

wisely.

Simultaneously, keep .the folloiTing ideas in mind ,when you are

working with adult learners:



1. It has been along time since. some of your
students have attended a.cass. 'Assume that
they feel some uneasiness and insecurity.
Their feelings could stop them froth listening
andlOrning is'crifical that °

you 'state,blearly from the 6riSet.Of each class
.

the specific objectives. for,the session and'_
exactly what.will.be expected of,,,ithem.,. During

you May_want to give each new
employee a copy of the specifid Competencies
as they appear, in the'Skills Checklist.

*
_ .

2. Remember, some of your students maThave a
. negative "mind set" or ideas about:classes,
,edUcatiOn,-pr. even learning new ideas. They ,-

"may associate your classes with, paSt experiences

a
that.may have been based on failure. Typical
thoughts that these StudentS may have are:'
"This is stupid. Why do I have to. be.herer
"What does this have to do with my'job?"': "Will
I lose.my job if I don't do well in this class ?"

-Tune in to those unsaid statements. Rephrase
the statements.posit'ively, 6.9.4 "Row do you
think this could help employees on the job?"

3. Some of.your students may worry about looking
foolish in front of their peers. Also,. they
may. sense some competition with their peers.
One technique to use if-you sense that some of
your students are fearful of competing is to
involve all learners in planning and instruc-

. tion.

4. Recognize and appreciate that each participant
is unique and has his/her own learning sty e.

rFor example, some students may prefer ead ng
information for themselves rather than attending
your sessions; they may be independent learner's.
Some students may learn better bydiscusSing
information with co-workers; they may be col-
laborative learners. Some students maybe
motivated to learn by sheer competition; you
may have to create a "rewards" sytem for these
students that has positive.donsequences for all
involved. In time you will be able to sense
what makes your_students "tick:" You will see
that there are general patterns of leaining styles
and you'will have an array of teaching methods
to meet, the individual 'needs and the needs of

/
1your-facility: /.

37'
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ASSUMPTIONS

,DESIGN ELEMENTS

CHILD - CENTERED ADULT-CENTERED

0

SELF CONCEPT bependent Self-directive CLIMATE
41%

EXPERIENCE Of little or

no worth 4

H

READINESS'
Biological

development;

social:pressure

Learners are a

fich resOurce

fdr learning

Tasks of

lob, roles.

LANNiriG.

9 $

ADULT - CENTERED

.

Authority Muttially

oriented, 'respectful,

formal, informal,

cow Ict'l.ive collaborative

Teacher Mutual consent

pigNosIs

OF NEEDS; Teacher .% . Self diagnosis,

TIME

PERSPECTIVE

Postponed

application.

in the 'future,

,Immediate

application

on the job

FORMULATION

OF

OBJECTIVES

Teach.,r. Mutual consent

ORIENTATION

TO LEARNING

Subject

centered,

Problem

Centered

STUDEO

INVOLVEMENT
Passive Abtive

ACTIVITIES

EVALUATION

Transmittal, Experiential

techniques/

practice/ '-

simulation

-techniques/

lecture/

demonstration

Mutual
Teacher lagnosis

eeds-



How do you manage a group?

The most well-prepared, lessori will never reach its full poten-

tial unless the trainer can effectively manage his group of

students. Group control is not manipulative or autocratic

domination. Rather, it involves managing a group of students
r.

to provide an efficient atmosphere for learning.

,Effective management is critical to effective ins ruction.

Studies suggest there is a relationship betw-een rainers'

who are effective classroom-managers and studenits who achieve

well and have .good attitudes about learning. /

/ .

NO one ':best" approach to classroom managompnt and group

codtrol has been found. In this chapter, ye will look at a

few problems adult learners may have in the classroom, along

with several Suggestions for effective group control.

39
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Each of us has a fundamental need.to feel worthwhile and to

p

belong. If a student.irrustrated in fulfilling his needs

in socially acceptable w, he will. behave inappropriatel

by, seeking attention; seeking power, seeking revenge, and/or,

a .1

showing inadequacy or helplessness. In adult learners,

these behaviors show up in a variety of ways, e.g., sleeping

in class, arguing points, not listening, and aking 'antagon-

istic questions.

Problems in the classroom are also related to group,inter-

action. SeNaral problems pertaining to viult learning have

been identified: lark of unity; ignoring established norms;

negati7e reactions to individuals; distraction or stopping

work; resistance to trainer; resistance to change in working

environment.** Examples of these behaviors include taking

sides, talkative behavior, ridicule of a group member, and

hostile and aggressive attitudes.

In light of there potenially disruptive classroom situations,

trainers need to have .a good understanding\of a group control

and how to use it to make learning more effective.
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The following methods of group cdontkol*.are"not the best:

1. Authoritarian. Views classroom management as
',c9ntrolling theistudent: Trainer establishes
and maintains order in the classroom while he
dominates students. An inhumane approach.

. 1,:ermissive. A laissez-faire attitude prevails.
-Trainer maximizes student freedom by letting
the students do what they want to do, when they
want to do it. _An unrealistic approach.

An effective trainer will want to incorporate various

Characteristics of effective teaching and learning into an

overall picture of classroom management. The following sug-

gestions will help the trainer increase the effectiveness of

learning while controlling the group in a realistic and adult

way.-

. Build interpersonal relationships.

2. Be genuine, a real person with whom the stu-
dents can relate.

3. Accept the student as trustworthy. Show con-
fidence in his ability.

4._Understand the student from his point of view.
Be aware-of his feelings.

5. If a difficulty comes up, talk to the situation
rather than to the student's personality or

_character..

6. Avoid sarcasm, preaching and nagging.

7. Use appreciative pkaibe.

8. Encourage, studehts to express their ideas
and feelings.

9. Avoid demands and commands.

10. Establish a democratic classroom,through regular,
frank discussions that foster mutual trust.

* Material adapted from Cooper, James et al, Classroom Teach-
ing Skills, Lexington, MA: D:C. Heath and

4

Company, 1977.1,
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The following have been identified as characteristics of

effective classroom management:

l. Expectations are individual predictions of how

self and, others will behave in a group setting.

They influence the relationship between'the
trainer and the student. Ih an effective class,-

room, expectations are accurate, realistic, and

clearly Understood.

2. Leadership involves the behaviors that lead a

group to its' objectives. In an effective class-

room, both students and trainer show leadership

behaviors! Leadership functions should be well.

distributed, and all group members should feel

self-worth in working together. Students.who

share leadership responsibility with the trainer

are more likely to be responsible for their own

behavior. 1 The effective trainer creates a climate

in which students can be leaders,
. , .

3. Attraction refers to the friendship patterns in

the classroom group. The effective trainer

fosters interpersonal
relationships among group

members. .

4. Norms are shared expectations of how groupmem-

bers should think, feel and behave. They provide

a frame of reference to guide thestudentt

behaviors. The group regulates behavior by ex-'

erting pressure on members to adhere\to the norms.

The effective trainer helps the group,, set up

productive Aorms.

5. Communication means the receive correctly. inter-

prets the message the sender int6nds to deliver.

The effective trainer opens chanriOls of commun-

ication so all students expresstH ir thoughts

and feelings freely.

6. Cohesiveness emphasizes the individu'al's rela-

tionship to the group 'as a whol. effective

trainer encourages cohesiveness through promoting

the previously discussed properties, thus making

group membership both attractive and'satisfying.

t.
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Understanding why people tehave the way they do can help

make a so-so training. session an' effective one. Consider

these common group management problems and the suggestions

-for their elimination:

1. .Avoidance of the task. ,Frequently_when a group
dodges the main issue, something is keeping the
members from real work. They may fear the Size
and consequences of the main problem; feel inad-
equateto deal with the'issue; lack the desire to
work hard; feel hostility toward the Leader;. or
fear the consequences .of making a decision. The,
trainer might suggest that members cease their
flight from the,major issues and discuss instead
why they are avoiding the task. Members begin
to take responsibility for their own behavior.

-2. Members' impatience witheach other. When .a
group is on edge, members speak. mere vehemently
and subtle personal attacks creep in. Possible
causes include the group's dissatisfaction with
itself and resentment toward-the leader.- The
group should be urged tb tackle the basic issue
-troubling it.

3. Ideas attacked before fully expressed. State"---

ments frequently are attacked before the speaker
has finished. Every suggestion is viewed'as
impractical. 'No one listens fully to-others.
Cliques are formed. If emotionS'are high, the
leader may suggest that at least a speaker
'should be asked if he is finished and if he feels
he hiS been heard. The leader may also suggest,
that each member, before responding to the
previous member; paraphrase what the previous
member said.

4. Inactive listening. Body language gives lots of
clues. .Members may be yawning with boredom'or
leaning forward intently, waiting to break in
with their own contributions. Facial expressions
may signal dangei. Trainers may-find out that
when they are actively listening, other members
of the group will follow suit.



Planning is it important?

Thorough planning is no guarantee that a ho-hum training

session will metamorphose into a stimulating one, but it will

give the trainer a direction and an outline that could spell

the dilference between being boring or being beneficial.

Planning is, in short the essential skill in training because

incorpbrates all areas--from developing behavioral objectiVes

to assessing students' needS, to evaluating course Material.

Some trainers look upon planning -as drudgery. Others view it

as a teaching aid and an invaluable organizational boon. In

the next few chapters, we will look at the advantages of plan-
.

ning and the ways it can be used to improve the effectiveness

of a trainer's presentation of a lesson.

Teaching, is like a giant crossword puzzle. With time, trial

and error, and patience, the major pieces fit together teform

45.
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,

a whole. There are many training .models. Most of them have
7

the same essential elements. We like to.View these steps of

planning and training as circular and. never ending."

Needs analysis is the process which enables the trainer to

determine where performance discrepancies exist. The process

of needs analysis is detailed in Chapter 7 Basically, this

process can be represented by the formula:

Desited level' Actual Training

of performance performance needed

The next step is determining dnstructional content.' The

trainer must decide what knowledge, skills, and attitudes

employees must acquire in-order to perform their jobs-according
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to minimum standards.. This process can best be accomplished

in one of the following ways.*

1. Reviewing job descriptions. .1

2. Discussing the problem with appropriate
department head (s') ,i,nd employees.

3. Reading pertinent literature related to
the problem.

4. Observing employees--when feasible--who
have the training need.

'5. Having employees--when feasible--keep a
diary of their job activXies.

The next step in the pWcess is to write the. goals and objec

tives for the training. 'This process is essential. Chapter
q

8 details how to write objectives.
os

The next step is to decide on the instructional delivery sys-

tem. There are many methods-for conveying content to learners.

_ Chapters 9:-15 describe many of,these methods.

Next, a trainer must evaluate his program. Evaluation of

learning is an essential key to planning. (Chapter 16). It

tells you if you have indeed achieved your goals. At this

point the inservice trainer will want to either continue the

o
progr'ams as they are, discontinue the program and start over,

or revise the program by keeping what, works and redoing what

doesn't work.

* Truelove, J.W. and Linton, C.B., Hospital-Based Education,
._'New York, NY: Arco Publishing Inc., 1980.

.4-8



Planning for teaching is a flexible process. There is an

interdependence among the parts. Decisions relating'to one

part can and, will affect the others. Ideally you should

start with the needs analysis (Chapter 7) but in reality

you may not be able to.. Start with whatever element you can

and move backwards and forwards until you.have considered

all the elements. Then rework, revise. Planning for teaching

is a constant procesS.

The remainder of this chapter contains several areas of con-

sideration in planning: They are not necessarily in order

but they are considerations and concerns which must be thought

through during the planning phase. First let's look at plans.*

Plans are not made to be broken-tjust revised. One argument

that some teachers give for not writing lesson plans is.that

they want to feel free to react spontaneously-as-instructional

opportunities come up. The'results of a California study show,
:a ch

however, that few teachers actually made drastic changes in

their planned lessons once they were underwa.y, regardless of

whether the original plans were written out in detail or

mental not6s.. Teache±s did make adjustments i 'their plans --

mostly small procedural refinements.

* Material adapted from Cooper, J.M., et al, Classroom

Teaching Skills: A Handbook, 'Lexington, MA:- D.C. Heath and

Company, 1977.



Good plans are often shared. Many plans are available in

curriculum, guidelines and prepared materials. (The resource,

list'at the end of this manual provides several sources.)

There is value in looking aback at gqod plans usedspreviouslyl,

Teachers say good plans could and should be reused, but that

doesn't mean a lesson should be repeated in its original

form.

Do planners make better teachers? The California study

mentioned earlier looked for, relationships between the kinds

`of planning teachers did and the average amount of learning

their students achieved in 'special two-week units. No simple

.
relationships were found. We do not know what a better plan

is, in terms of student learning, except for the fact that'

'teachers whose -students'learned more made fewer general state -.

ments in their-lesson plans. That is, their statements tended

to be specific.

The process of planning_begins when a teacher or trainerdeter-

mines what major ideas or dimensions he wishes to emph4s1ze

over a sel,ected period of timer * All available instructional

materials should be gathered and reviewed at this time Re-

lying on a single. text or reference is not a good idea; it

makes the trainer and students slaves to a single frame of-

reference:

Material adapted frOm Hoover, K.H., College Teaching Today:

A Handbook' for Postsetondarystroctioni. Boston: Allyn &

Bacon, Inc., 1980;.
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Once the trainer comes up with several broad ideas or concepts.

for the training session, he should give students achance to
o

review those concepts and offer suggestions. Involving the

students in this phase" of planning scan, motivate them to learn.

From these general concepts evolves a teaching unit-7,a specific

plan of action for the learning sessipns. ,A-content,outline

'is helpful here; it should be detailed enough to indicate

1 .

points 'of emphasis. The trainer can, use this-outline as the

basis for developing learning objectives.

\\\\\
The plan should be' written down. The best plan is one/that

everyone can see and follow. Two lesson plans are included

'at the end of this chapter to. help you develop a system of

writing your Plans.

Advantages

Planning\\can help in these ways:

1. Provides a-basic course' structure around which
specific class° activities can be.organized.

2. Trainer can integrate the basic course concepts
into various teaching experienceg.

3. Lets the trainer take a long range look at the

learning sessions and develop priorities .in

advance.

4. Best technique for breaking teachers away from

traditional textbook teaching. ,

,!Learning will be more effective when behavioral/

outoomes are emphasized.
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Limitations /'.

The results of too much planning can bethat:
.

1. A teacher may become a slave to_his plans.

2., Excessive may promote an authoritarian
classroom situation...

3. It may ignore the changing needs of students.

4._It may become a mere' outline of textbook materials.

5 It takes time and is usually impractical to plan
more than a few days in advance of the Tesson.

In' summary, planning, decisions will be both simple and

cdmplex, both long-range and short-term. But the basic points

remain the same:

1. Make the learner an active participant in the'
'teaching-learning experiences.

Provide explicit directions for all learning
experiences.

. -
Proceed from simple to complex activities.

4. Assess the. learner's prior knowledge (pretes

when applicable).

5. Show relevancy-of-learning to the job situation.
1

6. Incorpoeate frequent practice Sessions as par2t
of the learning activities.

7._Utilize a variety of theiindiliidual'sisenses in

learning activities (seeing, doing, hearing,
speaking, writing, etc.)

)

/- 1

8, Start from where the learner is--eaucationally
and, experientially--and prdceed accordingly. )

. Monitor, the learner's progress and provide hiin

or her with immediate feedback.

10. Utilize apprOpriate teaching methods and media'
for maXimum instructional effectiveness. -.
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" 0
SAMPLE LESSON PLAN

COURSE:' Orientation to Patient Care 'CLASS: Taking Temperatures TIME 1 hour

Inseniiceclassroom'.' MEDIA:" Large. thermometer chart, inservice dummy

EQUIPMENT: Thermomete'rs .(oral/rectal) , Cotton; alcohol, pencils,' paper

, OBJECTIVES
414

Students will be abl

4,to choose correct

T type of thermometer

(oral/rectal). .

StUdents will be

able to demonstrate

proper care of

thermoMeter.

Students will be

able to ,take orals

temperature, using

correct -prOcedures.

Students will be

able to take rectal

temperaturel'uSing,

correct procedures. .

Students will by

Able to record

temperature correctly.

--CONTENT

Importance of -

temperature: when,

where, why, how. ,

, Procedure for

care: storage,

handling, cleaning

Procedure for

oral temperature

Procedure for

rectal tempera-

ture

Procedure for.

recording,
f

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

State objectives;

short lecture and

demonstration

Dembidration

Demonstration

(student volunteer)

DeMonstration

,(dummy).

Lecture

(thermometer chart)

EVALUATION

5-item paper test,

Student demonstra

tion

Student' demonstra-.

tion, usinganother

`Student

Student demons ra-

tion, using du y

10 -item paper test



How do you do a needs assessment?

Needs analysis is a process of defining the desired, outcomes

of a training program. It is a logical pioblem solving tool

used to specify what the content of training should be and

what trainees should be able to do.

The basic question of a needs analysis Does the employee.

know how to meet. the performance stdndards for the job he-is

to perform? If the answer to the question is_yes, then no

training is needed. However, cif. the answer is no, then,train -

ing is needed.

Sometimes the answer to the question is yes, but the emploYee,

for a variety of reasons, d,9e4] not perform his job. This :'is

\

not a training problem; it 34 a management problem. Inservice

may help-to alleviate these kinds ,of problems. with programs

dealing with feelings' and management/employee relations, but

\ I

inservice alone_cannot solve it.

t.,(P
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Training needs were defined in the chapter on planning as:

desired actual training

perforMance performance

This-is a basic discrepancy model. The first step is to

identify the desired levels of employee performance. This

can be accomplished in a variety of ways.. the . step is

to measure actual performance. If there is a difference be-
,

_tween the desired level and the actual level, then adjustments

in performance must/be made.

---
Once it is agreed/that there is a discrepancy between existing

performance and desiredperformance; there are several ways

of reducing the discrepancy.. These are*:

Training:people. ThoSe'involved learn new
behaviors, skills, and attitudes, and change

ones that-exist..

2. Changing environmental. conditions. 'Rearrange:

-Materials or equipment, relocate, 'acquire

different syStems,Change personnel..

3. Redefining values. Change expectations, goals,

pblicies, or priorities,. so that existing
conditions fall within tolerances.

Training is not always the best solution. It must be

determined that training can solve the problem before the

inservice trainer continues through the planning steps.
/

/

Let look'a at n example.

Loughary;/J.W. and Hopson, 114', Prbducing Workshops, Seminars

Short Courses:. A Trainer's Handbook, Chicago: Follett Pub-

lishing Co.; 1979.
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The Director of Nurses has been able to persuade the

-Administrator of a nursing home that the ratio ofaides to

patients on the afternoon shift needs to be increased. This

will enabWe the schedule of patient care activities (e.g.,

baths) to be more flexible. That is, it will no longer be

necessary for the 7-3 shift to complete all the routine

patient care now required. This has worked well for the

morning shift, ,since they were continually overloaded and

unable to complete assigned duties. It also fits well with

the Social Activities Director's schedule, since some of the

morning hours could not be utilized for patient activities.

There have been many complaints from the enlarged afternoon

shift, however, that patients' naps and favorite television

programs, plus regular bedtime routines, still prohibit

absorbing the extra duties assigned. (The afternoon aides

perceive these extra duties as unnecessarily time\consuming

and burdensome.) Relatives, too, have been, objecting to

finding patients involved in care-procedures at hours when

they prefer to visit..

The solutions to this problem may be:

1. Training people. The afternoon aides mayxneed
to review, certain patient care activities that
they have not been previously responsible four.

2. Changing environmental conditions: Some re-
scheduling of-staff has occurred and the
greater flexibility in patient care activities.
has resulted in more effective use of the-

facilities, i.e., fewer- residents being bathed

in one time span. Therefore, bathing is more
relaxed and can be a pleasurable activity.

57
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3. Redefining values. Training will include
attitudinal material aimed a't emphasizing
that, excellent patient care is the goal
of the facility and should be flexible
to meet the needs of patients,' not those
of staff and family.

This problem, then, can be solved through training. The

training director can schedule a program which may include

(a) review and practice of patient care activities, and/or

(b) a simulation of patient dare activities in which emphasis

is placed on the patients' social and psychological. needs.

Once it has been decided that a training need does exist,

the trainer should look at the level of need. There are

various levels of training needs. Micro needs.involve

one person. Macro needs are organization-wide training needs.

Macro training needs are high priority needs that demand

continuous priority. They can be established within an on-

going, continuous system and, in, many ways, run themselves.

Micro needs are individual needs. They are ones that may

be dealt with in one session on a one -to -one basis.

For, example, a' nurse on wing. two may notice one of the aides

lifting and transferring patients incorrectly. As inservice.

trainer; ybu would demonstrate:the correct prodedure to

that aide and follow through with review and practice until

the aide could perform the procedures correctly. .This would

be a micro training. Orientation is'a macro training need,

because all employees need to be acquainted with the policies

58
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and procedures of the facility- Orientation can be structured

to instruct all new employees within a' given time period

(perhaps every two weeks)-about the policies.

Measurement is curcial in the needs analysis process.

Measurement can be used to determine both desired level

employee performance and current level of performance. All

measurement is gathering data. Basically, measurement is

the observation of behavior on a formal or an informal-basis.

Data concerning training needs can come from a variety

sources. Some bf these sources are:

promotions
transfers
appraisals
accidents
quality control
grievances
new positions
special assignments
job descriptions
cross-qualification

of employees

new equipment
new procedures
changes in regulations, standards .

new policies
key requests, reports'
supervisors
employees
residents
families
new trends in the nursing home

field

The trainer can also use a variety of methods for measuring.

Some of these methods are interviews, questionnaires, job

analysis, records and reports, tests, and group analysis

procedures. The chart on the following page lists some of

the advantages and disadirantages of these methods.
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METHODS OF DETERMINING NEEDS

METHOD ADVANTAGES.

Interview , Reveals feelings, ,

causes and possible

, solutions of problems

as well as facts.

Afford maximum oppor-

tunity for free

expression of opinion;

giving of, suggestdons.

Questionnaire Can reach many people

in short time.

Is relatively inexpen-

sive.

Gives opportunity, of

expression without

fear or embarrassment.

Yields data easily

summarized and reported,

LIMITATIONS

Is timd-consuming,

so can teach rela-

tively few people.

Results may be

difficult to quantify.

Can make subject feel,

he is "on the spot."

Little provision for

free expression of

unanticipated respon-

ses.

Maybe difficult to

construct,

Has limited effective-

ness in getting at' r

causes of problems and

'possible solutions.,

(continued)

DO'S AND DONT'S

Pretest and revise inter-

view questions as needed.

Be sureinterviewer can

.and,dOes listen, doesn't

judge responses.

Do not,,nse to interpret,

sell, Or educate.

Pretest'and revise, ques-

tions/ and'form as needed.

Offer and safeguard .

anonymity.

Us9 only if prepared to

report findings (both

favorable and unfavorable)

and do something about'



METHOD

Job Analysis

and

Performance

Review

ADVANTAGES

Produces specific and

precise information

about jobs, performance.

Is directly tied to

actual jobs and, to

on- the -job performance.

Breaks job into seg-

ments manageable both

for training and for

appraisal purposes,

Records and Provide excellent

Reports Study clues to trouble spofs.

Provide best objective

evidence of results of

problems.

62
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Aie usually of concern.

to and easily under-

stood by operating

officials.

LIMITATIONS

Time-consuming.

Difficulfor people

not specifically

trained ,\in job

analysis\techniques,

Supervisors often

dislike reviewing

employees! inadequa-

cies with\them,

personally

DO'S AND DONT'S0
t

'c Brush up on job analysis

techniques; arrange spe

cial training for those

who are to do it,

Reveals training needs

of individuals but not

those based on needs

of organiza0.on.

Be` sure analysis is of

current job and current

performance.

Review with employees

both analysis of job, and

appraisal of performance.

Do not show causes of Use as checks and clues,

problems, orlossible in combination with other

solutions. k
methods.

May not provide

enough casesle.g.,

grievances) tq be

meaningful.

63
May not reflect

current situation,

recent changes!

(continued)



METHOD ADVANTAGES' LIMITATIONS

Te4ts Are useful as diag-

nostic tools, to'

identify specific

areas of deficiencies:

Helpful in selecting

from -dill-prig -potential--

trainee's those who

can most, pr6fitably

he trained.

Results are easy to

compare and report.

Group Problem Same as for interview,

Analysis plus:

Permits synthesis of

different viewpoints.

;Promotes general under-

standing and agreement.

Builds support for

needed training.

Is in itself good.

training.

64
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Tests validated for

many specific situa-

tions often not

available, Tests

validated elsewhere

may prove invalid in

new situations.

Results give clues;

are not conclusive.

Tests are second-best

evidence in relation

to job performance.

Is time-consuming and

initially expensive.

Supervisors and

executives may feel

too, busy to partici-

pate, want work done

for them, .

Results may be diffi-

cult to quantify.

DO'S AND DONT'S

,Know what test. measures.

Be sure it is worth mea-

suring here. Apply

results only to factorSI:

for which test is good.

Don't use tests to take

blame for difficult or

unpopular decisions which

management should make.

Do not promise Or expect

quick' results;

Start with problem known

to be of concern to group.

Identify all problems of

significant concern to

'group,

Let group make own anal-

isis, set own priorities.



. Let look. At An exaMpie Q

G

needs analysis questionnaire:

,

Directions; please rate each of you aides on the
following tasks..

Performs
very
wellTask

40"

Choose correct type of /
thermoMeterArectal/oralY.

. I.

2. Observe proper care of
thermometer.

3. Take an oral temperature,
using correct procedureg.

1

4. Take a.rectal temperature,
.\ using. correct procedures:

\

5- Record temperattre correctly:

1 7 2

,/

Performs
poorly

. 4 5

The head nurse on one of lithe wilngs !rated c.4-,.:J4- of her aides

in the following manner: j

Tasks

. Choose correct type of
thermometer (rectai/oral).

NuMber of responses

1 2 3 A 5

ObserVe proper care of
thermometer.

Take an oral temperature,
using correct procedures.

Take a rectal temperature,
using correct procedtres.

. Record temperature, correct!;

4-.

12. 0

6 3

4 3.
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Now, what does this mean for the nseiwice trainer? Oviously,

tasks 1, 2, and' are beirig performed well, Task 4 could use

some review during the next 'inservice. Task 5 is a high
4

priority.'. Training on reco ding temperatures correctly needs(

to be implemented-, immediately.

In summary, needs analysis is--an essential 'pert of the planning.

process. Through needs analysis, the trainer can determine
I

who needs training, what level of.training is needed, and what

the content of the training should include.

67
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What is the iniportance of
writing objectives?

.

A: teaching plan that does not focusiOn7Ohe or more instruc-

tional objectives
%

is, at best, directionless. Without a

specific goal'. or objective in 'mind, a trainer will find,him-
.

serf leading students up one educatibnal road, and down the

next, accomplishing little and educating few:

According to Robert F. Mager, an objective is "an intent

communicated by a statement .describj,ng a proposed change in/
,

: A

a learner; it Is a statement of what the rearner is/to be 1

like when he has successfully completed a learning-experience."'

The following are examples of acceptable leaining objectives:

By the end of the training period, the learner will
be able-to write, three examples of how to communi-
cate with residents who need reality orientation
therapy.

9

O
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After hearing the lecture on chnges in visual
processes and aging, the'learner will be able
to list the changes that occur.

The student will be able to complete a client
intake assessment from a taped interview. The

lower limit of acceptable performance will be
38 items answered correctly within an examina
tion period of 90 minutes.

The student will be Able. to write a description
of the steps involved in taking vitaLsigns.

The student must be able to correctly name eac::i

department within the facility and state the
batic'function of eadh.

Objectives,:therefore,.shoillcIreflect what the st4dent will

".do rather than whatthe.teacher will do.

Although deciding and writing.behavioral objectives can be-

a chore, the benefits are many:-

Objectives form the framework for any instruc-
tional program built on a competenay base, i.e.,

where mastery of learning is the desired outcome.

Objectives inform learners what will be're-
quired'of them.

Objectives herb the pll.nher to think in(evldfic
terms, and to organize and sequence the subject

matter.

Objectives indicate the type and extent of
-activities\that are required for successfully
carrying out the learning.

Objectives provide a basis for evaluating both
the learning and the effectiveness of the program.

Objectives provide the best means for communica-
ting to others what is to be taught and learned.
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In other words, a written objective describes a-pattern ofP
/

behavior--it can be knowledde, degree of competenceor a/

change in behavior--that the learner will achieve by'parti-
,

cipating in the program. An objective motivates the student

to learn.

Learning requires active effort by the learner. Thup all

objectives must be stated in termsof activities that will\
I

best promote learning. They must also be stated in measur-

able terms.

/
(

Objectives are not course descriptions; rather, they define
i.

1

a desited outcome of a cours
1 Objectives define goals, not

L ,

processes. Consider these tt o examples:
1 c

°.1.. To be able to perfo the technique'of
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation by the
end of the course.I,

2, 'Iqderstand the of cardio-
p_._mgnary resuscita ion and to know when
to administer it. 1

/

/

1

--'
The first example is an object ve. It defines a measurable

1 / 1

,
\

1

ability the student should achieve.- .the ,;econd example is

\too vague to an objective. While many fAidents may under-
{

. stand the principles of cardio-p lmonary resuscitation, not
1

every student his guaranteed theQa'ility to perform it unless.:
31

the trainer sp+ifically states th t result in an objective.

\

/
i

70
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To sist the trainer in developing learning objectives,,

--or _Valuating objectives prepared by.others, the follow-

ing key points have been adapted from Mager's book, Preparing

Instructional Objectives.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

--An instructional objective is a statement that
'describes an ,intended outcome° of instruction
'rather than a description or summary of_content.

One characteristic of a usefully stated objective
is that it is stated in behavioral, or performarice,
terms-that describe what the learner will be doing

,when he demonstrates his achievement of the objec-,

tive.

An objective is meaningful to the extent that it
communicates an instructional intent to its
reader, and does so to the degree that it describes

or defines the terminal behavior expected of the

learner.
F

Terminal behavior is defined by: (a) identifying
and naming the observable act that will be accept-
ed as evidence that the learner has achieved the
objective; (b) describing the conditions (givens,
restrictions) necessary to exclude acts that will

not be accepted as evidence that the learner has
achieved the objective.

TM-statement of objectives for an entire program
of instruction will consist of several specific
statements- -not one brol.: encompasting statement.

The objective, that is most usefully 'stated is one

that best communicates the instructional intent of

the person selecting the objective..

* Mager, R.F. Preparinc Instructional Objectives (2nd ed.).

Palo Alto,CAf. Fearon-Pitman Publishers; Inc.,- 1975.
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- _
A statement of instructional objectives is a collection of

words or symbuls describing one of your educational goals\or

intents. Educational intents are outlined in the lesson

plan developed in the preceding section.

An objective will communicate your intent,to the degree you.

have described what the learner will be dolng when demonstrat-

_

ing his achievement and how you will know when he is doing it.

I s;

After writing obiectives,salways check to-see that it reflects

what the student will be doing, rather tnan what the trainer

will do.

To describe terminal behavior (what the learner will be doing):

Identify and name the overall behavior act.

Define the important conditions under which the behavior
is to occur (e.g., time limit).

Define the criterion of acceptable performance (e.g.,
student must solve 16 of 20 problems correctly).

Write a separate statement for each objective; the more state-

ments you have, the better`' chance you will have of making your

intent clear:

The next step is to.give each-learner a copy of the,objectives.

Once you acquaint the learner with the objectives, he/she can

participate in the learning in.a responsible fashion. Knowing

what is expected in the learning situation, learners can

monitor their own progress and request clarification, rope-
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tition, or revi.:), material in line with stated objectives'.

In this mannerT the learner becomes responsible lor his/her

own learning.

Now that we have a brief description of instructional objec-

tives, let's look at how you--as a nursing home training

coordinator--can use them in planning your programs.

Suppose you are developing an inservice for nurse aides in

appropriate methods for taking patients' vital signs. Remem-

ber, your instructional objectives should describe your edu-

cational intents (goals). In this Case, you intent is to

4
teach aides techniques for taking vital signs, inolvding oral

temperature, rectal temperature,-pulse, respiration, and

bloOk pressure. Since objectives should describe what the

learner will be doing when demonstrating his /her achievement

of this goal, you will need to describe_such behavior. As

previously mentioned, the deScription will need to b in

terms of (1) the behavior itself, (2) the conditions under

which the behavior is to occur, and (3) the criterion of

acceptance of the behavior. In the following examples of

,
objectives, each Of these three parts is identified.

By the end of this inservice training (#2--condition),

aides will be able to demonstrate the correct method

(#3--criterion 'Of acceptance) of taking oral tempera-

--ture (#1--terminal behavior) .

By the end of this inservice training (#2), aides

will be able to write three valid reasons ( #3) for

using a-rectal thermometer instead of an oral ther-

mometer (#1).
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After watching a demonstration on how to take the
pulse rate (#2), aides will be able to write instruc-
tions (#3) for this procedure (#l),

After watching a demonstration on how to take respi-
ration rate (#2), aides will be able to identify the
respiration rate (#1) of three persons '(#3).

After three trials (#2), the aide will be able to
demonstrate taking another person's blood pressure
(#1), correctly describing the process involved (#3).

Given a sample of vital signs (#2), the aide will
be able to record-the information (#1) in proper
form in the TPR notebook (#3).

These examples are simply suggestions designed for purposes

of illustrating'.how to construct educational objectives; they

may not be appropriate for your particular inservice. However,

the behavior of aides completing the training has been de-

scribed (all #1 phrases), the conditions under which it will

occur have been stipulated- (all #2 phrases), and the accept-

able levels of performance have been identified (all #3 phras-

es). Evaluation of their achievement of these objectives will

indicate how well you reached your goal of teaching' techniques,

for obtaining vital signs.

Briefly, then, an instructional objective is .a clear statement

describing 'a proposed change in a learner. Objectives provide

the trainer with a sound basis for planning instructional and

evaluation procedure. Objectives provide the learner with the

knowledge of what is'to be learned. Objectives are the road-

maps of learning.

74
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Now take a few minutes to write some objectives for your own:

training. The'following checklist will help evaluate your

objectives. Each of the questions should be carefully con-

sidered.

1 Does each objective specify a single key
result to be accomplished?

2 ,Does'each objective specify learner change,
not teacher process ?

each objectivc-1 stilted so that it is
independent of -other objectives?

,

Is the objective stated' in terms Of the
desired outcome'rather than the uocess?

5 Does the objective include only the who,
what, and when, omitting the why and how?

Is the objective specific and quantita-
tive -- measurable and verifiable?

Is the objective readily understood and
communicable?

Is the objective realistic and attainable?

Does the objective's outcome represent a
reasonable challenge for the learner?

10 Is thereclarity as to the type of outcome
the Objective is stating, e.g., knowledge,
utilization, skill, attitude?

11 DoeSs the objective correspond to the over-
, all intent or goals, of the training?

12 Is the objective clear enough that activ-

ities can be designed to meet it?

13 Is the objective clear enough that the

trainer and trainee will know when and to

what degree\it is attained?

Yes No
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14 Are the trainees informed of the
objectives?

15 Are there sufficient objectives to
adequately fulfill the goal?

Yes

When you. can answer "yes" to .each of the above questions, 'you

are ready to move on to the next phase of. planning and pre-'

senting your training programs. You, as trainer, must now

decide the most efficient and effective methods of fulfilling

your goals and objectives.



Are lecture and demonstradon
the best methods?

Of allthe-teaching methods available to trainers, lecture

and demonstration are two of the most successful and

frequently used. They can also be the two least successful

'and.abused methods.

O

Lecture and demonstration are. economical methods of training

because they allow the trainer to present information or

demonstrate skills to many people,at once. This issue of

economy is important. A one-time lecture or demonstration to

a group of students in one room is less expensive and more

efficient than a method that involves many groups in

several rooms at different times.

The trainer should consider the method seriously, however,

.before adopting lecture or demonsfration. Each teaching

method has limitations as well as advantages. A'trainer

73 .
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should make certain his.goal for a particular session is

well suited to a lecture or demonstration rather than to

another method of instruction before deciding to use these
o

techniques. Too often trainers use'lecture and demonstration

because they have not explored other possible methods of

presentation,.because they have always presented the.material

using these approaOhesi or beCause they themselves were
(

D

trained through lecture and demonstration.

The following guides are included in order that you as a
,

trainer can make an informed decision to accomplish your

training objectives'through lecture and demonstration.

LECTURE

The trainer who chooses to lecture will get his message

across to his audience by:

Providing a frame of reference, an overview of
the material to be covered.

Transmitting information in an organized' and

concise manner.

Providing a large amount of infocmation in a
short period of time to a large audience.

Providing information in a listening format.

Advantages

Some of the advantages of using the lecture technique are

1. Opinions and information can be presented to
large numbers of people in short periods Of

time, with minimum:cost or delay.
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11
2.\ Information can be .transmitted to people

who cannot read.

3. Educational aids, such as films and charts,
Can be easily incorporated into the ,lecture.

4. Speakers can,present up-to-date information
not otherwise available--such as works in
prOgress an recent research.

Limitations

However, as with anYithing, there are some limitations t

lecturing. These are

1. Only one persca's ideas are presented,
often resulting in a rather limited scope.

2. The lecture provides only a low level of
stimulation for the learners; the audience
has no opportunity fior verbal,. participation.

3P.

3. Facts may be inaccurate or distorted by a
careless or poorly prepared speaker,

4. The speaker will have difficulty making
pravisions-for differences in his audience's
backgrounds and learning _styles. Speakers
generally present material-to-only-one level

of audience.

5. Speakers may be more concerned about their
own performance than the audience's_grasp_o
the material.

6. Learners can become tired or bored if the.
Speaker goes on too long,. talks On an inap7
propriate level, 'or does not have a pleasant
manner of speaking.

^

Preparing for the lecture

O

Once you have decided to use:the lecture method you should

carefully prepare. A lecture can add up to nothing more ,

than wasted time if it. is not thoroughly researched and



planned; Remember to check theef 11owing points to ensure

. 1 / /

an effective' lecture:
1 f

1. LiSt she objectives and make clear decisions
as2tothb .purpose' of the 1.cture.

\ ,

2. Think of the lecture inH-L:h context of what
information has .come before and what will
follow. !Become familiar wi h theMaterial to
be .presented in relation to what the students

,. already know. ' - -- - I 1

I

3. Car%fully researchthe information. to be

Presented. Make notes of any new information
to 'be included; as well has; any'tpecific facts

1 . ?

or figures. 1

, ,

4. Research the audiencp. Pin& out their educa-
, i

//, tionial level, background's/and interests. Choose'
a-vocabulary compatible With1theirs.

1 r
5. Coordinate the scope'andL,seqUence of the lecture.

6. Prepare brief' notes and-ecome familiar with
them. Also, prepare,Medi, such as tapes and
filmstrips, well in advance. A variety of media
makes for a- diN'verse and impre Interesting le4ure.

, 11.

1

. Remember any time limitation and plan the
lecture to fit the allotted time. Be sure 't

allow, time for a qu6stiondperiod.
. 1

. Schedule the facility and equipment in/advance,
and learn to operate.the equipment-yourself.
Be sureallstudentscan.see,i and hear the

\
/

J

i

Along with careful. planning, an effective lecturer will con-
,

I

/

sider asuccInct and smooth Resentation esse4ti al to reaching

his-objectives. The lecturer must note only transmit informactiont
, I

to his audience,'b t also motivate hisI, list--eners to further.

,

Presenting the lecture



1.\ Grab the atiention of the audience iby using
humor, illUL atrtions and person 1/examples.
Clarify. the objectl-es for the udience.
Studentswill-listeq more atten ively if they
know the tgoal the trainer is:,iming for.,

/2. Offer an 'out4ne lor 'the Wience to follow.
Place the, lecture topic in the/context of-what
the-audience already knows. Give)the students
a focus Mr their attention. 1

.

3. Pace' he presentation to suitJpoth the objec-
tive,s of the lecture and comprehensive
ability o,,theistudents. Be /sure to allow
plenty of time' for note-taking.

I
/,

_4. Avoid monotonous and pompous' presentations.,
Invite g4tiOfis--students learn_ better when
they are actively involved.:

5. Review the main points at the end. Summarize
1

/

the lecture briefly.

77

Your introduction to the-lectu e 'can serve such functi ns as

establishing rapport with lea ners and gaining their a tention..

/

You should be able to make r asonable assumptions abou what

I.s relevant\to their interes s and to provide motiva nal

ues. Your intrbducti n should also expose es.2ential pontent

apreliminary way, using advance organizers and re inding
. / \

learners' of related ideas they azready. know. It sho ld alo
_

give the learners your objectives for the presentation.

i

in the body of your lecture,/ you should cover the content,

us ng a logical 'organization. You should make the organization

/
. .

clear andexplicit by using.PatternS, explaining-Hnks, verbal.

1 , I

markers of importanc], and perhaps some.structural supports.

you,c can vary/ the,

.

TcyjMaintain/attentionduring the ledture
.
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stimuli and change communication chanmals. Physical activity
.,

"

lgtting learners move around the room- alSo helps hold

attention. Your enthusidsm in all its many forms is"almost

, I

su e tb help your learners learn more. :.nSerti.ng.guestions

/ / ..
into the, lecture also has( been shown to have good' effects.

6-

Finally, the conclusion df your lecture should summarize what

I .

.

.

,your,learners should now know an be able to do. The trainer's.
((

exPreSsing thenks for audieaces attention has been

6

found-to be related.to-greater.aearning:( .ASking questions

will give you a finalopportUnity to .clarify certain Points:

I

You can finish by reviewing how this ledture is reiated,to
( I

\previousand.subsequeht learning and liow the material

\
.

.

.
.

.. i I ..

. , .

1 ' .. (.

presented can be used within the learners(' jobirdles.
(1 d .

(1DMONtRATION

.

.

Demonstrations help to translJ ate knowledge or theory; nto

teaching practice. 1q/carefUlly'preparedidemonstration,
.

.
. ,

acCompanied by oral and visual\ explanationi-is-an efficient
.

.

: : .

.

,
.

wait° teach a procedure or teChnique, to a.grOup.of
.

participants.

,

- Most demonstrationS allow time for the participants tr
.

practice the .new procedure
underexpert4guidanee of the

trainer .A, Learning will increase, becauSe th Students are

. .

able1to'llsten as-wel:as do/ and 'see..
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Advantages

Some of the advantages of giving a demonstration are:.

1. A procedure or skill can be clarified more
easily with this method than can be 'done
verbally..

2,- Learning is enhanced/through clear, vivid
demonitration of procedure's steps L'
key points.

3. The student has practice opportunj.ties undez
the guidance of the trainer. Errors can be
corrected immediately.

p"

Limitations
/

The. limitations of demonstrations are:

The group may be too large for all .to practice
-what theyhaiie seen demonstrated.

. Only practical--not abstract--areasof teaching
can be _demonstrated.

. It may be difficult for all students to see and

hear the demonstratiOn.

4., A poorly performed demonstration may bring
about unfavorable reactions from the audience.

Preparing for the dtizonstration

As with-the-lecture, an informa-ive demonstration is

inefficient.- without proper pla ing and research. The demon-

stration is most effective when every detail is planned,

precise, a d smooth. Trainers should incorporate the steps

previously outlined in "Preparing, a.lecture" together with

these:

1. Concentrate on a specific. goal or purpose for
the demonstration. Focus on the skill the.
students should be-able to perform after-the
.demonstration. L

83
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, 'Gather tools _and equipment before the demon -

stration!. Check to be sure they are working

properly Determine the- best 'arrangement of

the 'equipment'withinthe.iaAlity so that
stud&rtsIcan see thr r-lemonstrOion:A

r ,

3. Rehearse the demon: get familiar with
the equipment and al.,..unge for back-upequip-
ment in case something. fails.

4.'Plan for student practice. j,
\

J5. Consider using assistants, mirrors, or ele-

; vision to increase the visibility and effective-
-ness of the demonstration.

6. Produce handoutsor assignments well in 41vance.

TIRNe-trainer'S first. consideratiqn When presenting a.demon-
...

Presentrii4-thb-detonstration

I

stration is to let the students know exactly what' -he will be

demonstrating. This introduction to the demonstration

prepares the studenta-,.sets'a.mood and moi-Avates theklearners
,

1

_

I to pay close attention.

-Relating th6 lesson'tO the contextof the previous and
1

future -knowledge the students sets_ a base of understanding. -1.

'Stating the objectives of the lesson lets students know what

they
will have to'perform after the demonstration. Trainers

should incorporate the steps previously outlined in "presenting

a lecture.' along with these:

1. State general health and safety rules at' the

beginning of the demonstration; repeat -°,7

needed.

2. Tell exactly what'you are going to do befoi

each step. Explain'what you are doing and wily

the technique-is used.
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3. At the end of each major step, check to be
sure the students understand the technique.

4. Position -yourself so. that the students can
see and hear clearly.

5. Alert the students beforehand to a particu-
larly difficult step.

6. Summarize the steps at the completion of
the demonstration.

7.-If the students are to practice the newly

learned information, supervise their demon- .
stration and correct errors immediately.

Demonstrations should follow the same format as lectures:

introduction, body, and summary. They should also include

practice, reinformcement, and learner evaluation.. Oftentimes,

a good demonstration followed by adequate learner practice

can be more effective than several lectures.

As a trainer, you should consider the lecture and demOnctration.

carefully. If teaching without objectives is directionless,

then using an inefficient presentation mode is functionless.

Once you have decided to use lecture or deMonstration, the

next step is to prepare the content. Regardless of whether

you choose to lecture (to simply present information verbally

to group of students) or to demonstrate some new skill or

technique, the first pricrity is to be both well informed

and carefully prepared about the topic.

85
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Preparing for lecturing and demonstrating' calls for your

making some'decisions about audiovisual media in advance.

One of the following chapters Contains some pointers concern-

ing media. It also requires taking look at your own

motivation and how much time you can devote to preparation.

It may bepore-efficient to utilize a more informed person

on the facility's staff than to research a new topic. For

example, the dietician might, give a lecture on nutrition, or

the activity director might give a demonstration on reality

orientation methods. As training coordinator, you can h 2 1p

the lecturer plan the objectives, assist in locating media,

resources,, equipment, and-ensure that ,the presentation fits

within the overall training goals. The following checklist

is proyided to ensure that adequatd planning has been

accomplished.

Have I formulated concise objectives?

Am I thoroughly familiar with the
subject matter?

--- -

Can I present the-information in

an organized way?

4 Am I inspiring interest in the content?

5 Am I relating the information to a
context of knowledge?

6 Does my introduction contain the
outline and objectives-?

7--Does the body of the lecture follow
the outline?

Have I.. paced the content well and
varied, the' pacing? -

t i .

Yes No



9 Do summarize?

10 Have I researched the audienbe?

11 Have I determined the scope of the

topic?

12 Have-I prepared brief notes?

13 Have I prepared films and tapes to
accompany the topic?

14 Have I allotted time for questions
and student practice?

15 Have I scheduled the facility and
equipment in advance?

16 Have I rehearsed the demonstration?

17 Have I produced handouts or assignments?

18 in I sure all students can hear and see?

Yes

83'

If you can answer "yes" to all these,qusstions, then your next

lecture or demonstration should produce ,20';ellent learner-

results.

Finally, what about your audience? An uncomfortable or

uninformed audience will not be receptive to a speaker's

message or demonstration. If possible the trainer should

prepare the learners by handing out appropriate materials,

beforehand. This allows them to be familiar with the

lecture or demonstration topic before the program begins.

Make sure all in the audience can see and hear the speaker.

Keep the room temperature at a comfortable level. Choose a

'room appropriate to the number of people and the. character 'of'

the lecture or demonstration.

- 87



Small group, discussions w at do they
accomplish?

Statistics tell us more people lose their jobs because of an

inability to get along with people than because of a lack of

skill or knowledge.

One solution to that problem is found in_the small group

discussiona training technique that helps peop become

aware of each other.

Trainers who employ this method .are not only helping

students learn information,abut are also helping-students

get along with each other and learnto work together. These

skills will pay off immeasurably in their futures. Aa society

demands more peOple with human relations skills, trainers.

must take on the responsibility of helping_students incorpor7

.ate those skills -into their workirig routines.
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A small group discussion has the potential of being the

most exciting teaching technique available. Students

participate, share, -and- brainstorm to form decisions and

opinions. The student becomes actively involved in the

learning process, and the teacher moves from a 7sition as

dispenser of facts to facilitatorl)of learning. \

Central.to the small group is the concept of discussion, or

'group deliberation-.focused on finding a cooperative solution

to a problem or issue. Participants must be good listeners

as well as speakers, fo no discussion is a one-way under-

taking. The purpose of a small group digcussion is ,tojielp

the student clarify his point of view while he finds out what

others think and re-evaluates his opinions.

The teacher in this situation creates an atmosphere for

self-directed learning. He relthquisiles his role as the

center of attention and becomes an associate In the learning

process.

A good discussion topic interests the participants and.

suggests 'different points of view. The small group discussion'

technique'is best vied to encourage people to become awake of

problems in their institution, to develop a nucleus of

leadership, to identify and solve problems and to decide -on

plans of action.
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Advantages

The advantage's of using a small group discussion in training

are:

1. Combines active participation and intellectual
exercise.

. Helps a student understand a topic with a
clariLy and vividness few techniques can offer.

3. Creates ideas while stimulating further study.

4. Group members who feel a sense of community
will be more inclined to assume responsibility
for learning.

5. Students and trainer work together to exchange

ideas.

6. Effective use of groups often results in

friendship and acceptance.

7. Immediate feedback from others is acceptable.

Limitations
J

The limitations are:

1. Only a limited number of participants is
effective.

2. If participants are riot trained in dis-
cussion techniques,-the group may be

directionless.'

3. Some,may not take responsibility for group

learning.

. Not. all topics lend themselves to discussion.

A fei4 people may dominate the discussion..

To a large degree, the success of a small group discussion

depends on the preparation put into it7.1Both trainer and

-students must first understand their roes and the degree
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Of participation iequired.of them--objectives must be concise

and clear to all participants-.

Because 'a discussion .is basically an' exchange of ideas, the

room's physical set-up should encourage, rather than dis

courage, that exchange. The best physical set-up is a

circle or Horseshoe arrangement of chairs. Face-toface
-1/4

s promote the exchange of ideas. Participants should

'be close enough to see and hear each other without-straining __

the optimum number of participants is from.16 to 20. More

than 20 leads to chaos; fewer produces a Jack of diversity

and knowledge for an effective discussion..

When preparing for a discussion, consider these factors:*

Attention:

1. Get attention of students.

2. Focus on the subjece by relating your attention
device to the topic to be discussed.

Motivation:

1. Talk with conviction and sincerity--convince
all students that they need to gain a better,
understanding of the subject.

2.. Give examples of how each student can benefit
and why he needs to get involved.

* Academic Instructor Course material. Alabama: Maxwell

Air Force Base, Air University.

f:Y
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3. Present a clear overview so students can see

the instructional goal and_objectives and plan

their contributions accordingly.

Lead-Off Questions:

1. Avoid questions .at can be answered with
"yes," "no" or .e :ilar short'response.

2. Use thought-provoking questions; ones that
seek depth into subject.

3. Ask yourself: "What is it want the students
to learn here?" Then, phrase your questions
accordingly..

4. Discusson is to achieve learning objectives,
not merely to have students vocalize anti-
cipated responses. Take extra care in wording

questions.

C

Follow-up Questions:

1. Use to expand and clarify the ideas behind
responses of students.

2. Use to further explore ideas that seem
inaccurate or misleading.

' do

3. Use to bring the reticent students into the

discussion. '

4. Use to move on to another area.

:89

Interim Summaries:
,

.
.

1. Use as transition and as teaching device.

2. Summarize and organize the ideas the
students furnished.

3. Present in the,language used by the students

in their resPonses.

4. Include the key responses even if they' were
-Iticipated in the lesson plan.
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5.Avoid using names of contributors.
talk in' general terms.

6. Avosid Comments that May turn the staid nt off--

e.g. evaluating responses; giving credit' to

only a few, using unfamiliar words.

.
Adding many of your own ideas may .be .an

-indication that your questioning technique

or planning needs improvement.

8. Provide a bridge between summary and next

question.

Rather,

I; ,

Final Summary:

1. Summarize objectives in order presented.

2. Tie objectives together by using student
responses.

3. Use summary to reteach, reinforce, emphasize.
\

4. This is the wrap-up of the discussion. The..

result should be an achievement of the lessOn.

plan.

Re-motivation:
r

1. Answer this qdestion for each student: "How

can I use wha,t I learned-today?"

Use guidelines presented in Motivation, above.

Closure:
S

1./Thank students for contributions.

'2. Let 'students know the lesson is completed.
o

3. Give students something ,to think about.

In a small group discussion, the teacher acts as a prompter,

leading his students to inferences and generalizations from
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1

th4: c6inions presented. In "Fredom°,t Learn," psychologist ',7--e
1

I
. ,

Carl Rogers addresses higiself,t the qualities that teachers
/

should hav9:- a-)-------genuineness, (b) acceptance of st dents \ ,'

!-
!...

,_-------S-111- . '

and
..:!: i

dix-liduals (c) empathetic understanding of tudents. ,

For an in-depth explanation/of these qualities' see
. 1 ,

nual's chapter on, teaching.

this

. / T i
. Instructors who supervise discussions have two tasks (1) to

.

,

'

.

cover a certain amount'.ofmaterial,and (2) to involve students'
,

in discussion. Leaders/ Who can create and maintain lively',

faptual, participative discussions are invaluable.

,

, 1

Four standard ways to begin a discussion:
. \

i. Provide a concrete common/experience. This
may be done through a mutual reading assign-
ment, film, demonstration, lecture or role
playing"...

1 \

2. List problems., Students are asked to present
a list of problems they, wish to talk about.

- This may be done as an assignment or during
one of the initial discussion hours , The-
list begins an open exchange of ideas between
teacher and student.

/

3. Ask a question. Askcopen-ended questions%that
have no right ansvier, but hot so abstract that
they are puzzling.

, .

4. Begin with a controversy or disagkeement.

I
.

1

,

While ]/t is easy to begin a discussion\ with questions,
I

9

controversy, or common experience, the 'difficulty lies in

maintainin them. Trainers who can ask questions in a

sugdestive and 'meaningful -fashion will find their discussions=---
.: 4r I.:

_
-

0

I

..0
\,...,__94

I

.....

\

,
, ,
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running more smoothly than those who

questioning skill. /1

have not mastered this

To maintain discussion

1. SMaller group's may hand e a topic easier:than

larger groups,
,

2. Have facts/-on hand that relate to and clarify

the topic. These help t1;) direct arguments

away from personal opinion.

3. Research assignments often arise ,out ofr

controversy.' Ask ..students to do some outsi-de'

reading.

. Use ',pe Lblack board for analyzing gumepts

and specifying a point.

i5. If d'sr!ussion moves out of-focus, ask students

to write out their sblution to the state

problem.

6.kVorrr"buzz groups" to air ,the topic. , After a

desi nated time th. groups shar4 their findings.
/,

Break problems into sub-problems.-

8.. App 'se a group's progress against :the ob

'

i -jec/t es stated for the lesson. Summarize

your appraisal for ,.-he group. '

p.

J

Focu conflict on -ideas rather than person-

aIitieS).-,
dr. °)', ---"e°' , .4 Y

-10.\ASSign topic's to individual student's or. jroups,

land sk them to be prepared to es.pond the

next week..

9:

.,

Call on people directly, asking openre ded

queS Ibn.S.:

12, prov de/more information.
/

13. Encoarage\students to talk directl
/ to each

othe instead of through theAinsttUcor.

14. Enc usage

,
/i

rage feelings and.opinions before moving

to acct :



15..! Open'two.--memLr conversation to the whole
group.

. ! !
16 At times, it :is more productive to respond

to feeling rather,than, to the content .of a
statement.

A small group will not be effective unless the trainer uses
L

,

certain skills, attitudes a d inowledge_to_lead:_the studenti

to the planned objectives. owever) the trainer will have!
1

1
,

willto/give u his role as the, center of attention. He

have toigkv, up the misconception that-he is not working

, .
,.,

I

unless i.alking Listening and responding techniques
\ , 0

are critical Silence, while often a sign of bore om or .,

/confusion, can.also signify thought. Therfore, 'trainerI
1

/ t
.

,.,

' must he, sensitive to he progress of the Session', and avoid /

itakingla'heavy hand when /it is not called for._'.
1

I i

/

In summary the discussion i an excellent method'of

t'
involving students in learning. is an active, rather. thn

'./

passive, mode of lear ing. 'Discussion is also unique in that
1 _ /

\

feedback! i immediate. As such, the participant:feedback can
I

I

allow the rainer7tO focus 4nd evalOte dul-.ingthe presents-.

---
tion and usoTadjE and amend the.discusSi n;as

,
needed..

---

P
I

A

The follOwing checklist` is provided to :help you evaluate, the
t'

effective use, of--icusslon. If you cai4 ansWer"yes"

the questions th n discussion is an apprOpriate and efficient

mode of presenta,
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1 Do I show genuine interest in the
. participants?

2 Do I answer questions satisfactorily?

3 Do I ask participants to comment on one
another's contributions?

4 Do I present material in a well-organized
manner?

5 A2lo I raise challenging questions for
discussion?

Am I well-prepared for class?

7 Do I give interesting and stimulating
assignments?

Do I set an appropriate pace for the class?

9 Did participants sensitize themselves to

the barriers of rejection, frustration, and
dependence in group discussion?

10 Was there .a competitive or cooperative
. atmosphere?'

11 Did the participants prepare outside of

class?

12 Did participants see a need for formulating
the issues?

13 Was there a willingness to talk about
one's own ideas openly and to listen and
respond to others?

14 Did the participants stick to the topic?

15 Did participants develop a good working
relationship within the group?

Yes No

At this point, let's stop and consider the three presentation

modes that have been discussed: lecture, demonstration, and
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discussion. How can you, as a trainer in a nursing home, use

these methods? Let's consider the following examples.

Suppose you are preparing the material involved in teaching

aides to take vital signs. Looking at the objectives we wrote

for vital signs in a previous chapter, you see that some Of

these will be accomplished better using lecture, whereas

others require demonstration, and another may be accomplished

best via discussion. Let's take the objectives in the order

in which they were presented..

By the end of this inservice training, aides will
be able to demonstrate the correct method of taking
oral temperature.

Through the process of elimination, it is fairly obvious that

a demonstration is inappropriate. It would suffer the

limitation of all students not being able to see the instructor'

view of the thermometer, both before and after demonstrating

the procedure. Additionally, students would never be able to

see the markings and mercury. Picturing this situation further,

it is obvious that a discussion would suffer from the limita-

tion pertaining to the nature of the topic. There is a

prescribed method for taking and reading ora] temperatures, and

there is nothing to be gained by stimulating a discussion about

it. Therefore, we must look to lecture method as our best

possibility. It has the advantage of allowing the information

to be presented quickly to a large number of people, and

visual aids can be easily incorporated. Since a single

90
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thermometer is too difficult for a group to see, a large

scale drawing may be useful during the explanation.

By the end of this inservice training, aides
will be able to write three valid reasons for
using a rectal thermometer instead of an oral
thermometer.

Here we may want to use the option of small group discussion.

Although the same reasoning applies to this objective as to

the previous objective in most respects, one other factor

needs to be considered. You have already taught the oral

technique; the rectal technique is very similar. Therefore,

your educational intent involves differentiating between

conditions requiring the use of one method over the other.

A good discussion may bring out some -very good ideas about

when to use each method, and the instructor can let students

exchange examples and draw their own conclusions. Any

situations not covered by the group can be supplied by the

instructor.

After watching a demonstratior of how to take
the pulse rate, aides will be able to write
instructions for this procedure.

Your decision is easy for this objective, since the use of

demonstration is already involved. Actually, a lecture method

could be used, but it is wise to vary your teaching methodology

and lecturing tends to predominate over other techniques. This

objective lends itself as well or better than the others to

the use of demonstration, since all students can see (and copy)

the instructor. The use of ,discussion is probably not apipro-

priate for the same reason we rejected it with objective #1.



After watching demonstration on how to take
respiration rate, eides.will be able to
identify the respiration rate of three persons.

All the discussion involved in objective #3 applies here.

97"

fact, as we shall see, these two objectives could be met with

the use of one demonstration.

After three trials, the aide will be able to
demonstrate taking another person's blood
pressure, correctly describing the process
involved.

In this case you may have a less clear cut decision. While

small group discussion may be inappropriate for learning this

very standard procedure, either a lecture or demonstration

could be used. In fact:,.you may decide to incorporate the

advantages of both teaching methods by giving a combined

lecture-demonstration. Since taking blood pr'essures is some-

what more complicated than taking temperatures or pulse,

presenting the information orally (lecture) and visually

(demonstration) may enhance learning.

Given a sample of Vital Signs, the aide will be
able to record the information in proper form
in the TPR notebook.

As noted earlier, when something the size of a TPR notebook

must be seen by a group, it is probably best not to use the

demonstration technique. Likewise, when a standard procedure

is being explained, the use of small group disCussion is

probably inappropriate. However, a lecture using an enlarged

representation of the notebook should pose no learning or

teaching problems.

100
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This example should give you an idea of some of the points.

you, as a trainer, should consider when deciding on your

presentation mode. Additionally, you will want to consider

the methods presented in subsequent chapters-. Remember, the

method of presentation should ensure that the instructional

objectives are met in he most efficient and effective

manner.

Z1



What about handouts?

Now that you have decided what method to use in presenting'

your content, you are ready to design any handouts that will

go along withit. Most. trainers agree that handouts are an

importantomethod'of reinforcing their teaching. Handouts

can also clearly organize all the necessary information and

standardize the information, that is given to staff members.

Careful consideration to the production of your handout is

essential. Handout material, whether quizzes, outlines, lists,

or reprinted newspaper articles, can be either effective or

wasteful. (Too often a handout is-simply wasted paper-and

ends up in the wastebasket.) Trainers should plan handouts,

as with projected visual materials, to suit the lesson's

objectives and the learners' needs. .Let's look at what makes

a good handout.

'99
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Some points to consider before making a handout are:

1. A handout must be pertinent to the student.

2. A handout must be short and to the point.
Unrelated 'data adds up to wasted paper and

wasted time.

3. A handout's value must be immediately obvious
to the student. Students resent being cajoled
into reading something; they suspect it must be
pretty dull or of limited Worth for the effort
invested.

4. Effective handouts stimulate students to
become involved and, through experiences,
to learn something.

5. A handout must be legible, or the student won't
read it no matter how much good information it

contains.

Once you have decided to prepare a handout,'you will need to

follow these steps:

First, determine what to include on your handout.*

l.° Decide what the objective requires the learner
to do. Do you need to state facts? If so,

state them simply and without unnecessary
detail: Are there certain steps to be followed?
If so, state each step as simple,, single actions
observable steps; and dn the order performed; and

state alternative steps, where appropriate. If

steps' -allowed differently under different

circumst nces, to conditions or circumstances
for doing them dif ently and how to do them.
Must decisions be mad in order to do some of the

steps or to recogni an example or situation?
If so, state the bas for the decision (the
characteristics).

2. Check if the learner must use signals, move-
ments, or cues to accomplish the steps, If

so, identify the cues and what they indicate.

* Adapted from Freedman, C.R., Teaching Patients, San Diego,

CA: Courseware, Inc., 1978.
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3.. See if it is necessary to use materials, equip-
ment, etc., to perform the steps or make the
decisions. If'so, list the materials needed.

4. Decide if there are cautions to be noted or
common errors that occur. If so, note them
with the appropriate steps or characteristics.

5. Provide a 'simple rationale for learning the
facts, steps, or decisions, if possible.

6. Check the information to ensure that it excludes,
nonessential technical vocabulary or explair.

it; leaves out unnecessary elaboration and
identifies explanatory information; contains
complete and accurate information.

Now that the basic information to be included has been

determined, the handout itself should include: a title,

a description of when the information on the handout should

be used and the ,materials necessary; a list of needed,sinfor-T,

mation; labels for the examples; highlights of-common errors

and cautionS, If visuals are used, label diagrams or

illustrations to make the meaning clear, eliminate unneeded

detail, and make sure the context is clear, Use a variety

of techniques to create interest: type size, style, boldness

for titles and key points; color for emphasis and colored

sheets foreasy identification; arrows, circled or enlarged

sections to point out areas of interest; boxes, double lines,

asterisks, or symbols to set aside key information; double

columns for commenting on information in the text.

Next check to make sure your handout is clear, concise, and

needed. Then,-test it out. Use the handout in training,

stopping for questions or problems. Observe if the handout
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is used in training and kept,by trainees. Observe if it is

used later in your facility. If the handout was useful, keep

it for future use. If not, discard it and try again.

Using our vital signs objectives a we have included a

sample of a handout concerning reading thermometers. The

various parts of the handout are marked for your information.

Handouts are useful teaching tools if they are pertinent,

short, legible, and motivational. They can provide an

excellent transfer aid. By giving the learner a step-by-step

list of how he should apply his newly acquired concepts and

skills, the trainer gives the learner a sc1edule for

application. In this manner, the desired ins

comes are reinforced for efficient use.

105
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TAKING A TEMPERATURE WITH A GLASS THERMOMETER

When taking a patient's temperature by mouth or rectum, use the

following guide.

Materials needed

TPR book
Thermometer in a container

of sterilizing _solution
Tissues
Wri'Stwatch with a second

hand
Lubricant (if using rectal

thermometer)

TrOcedure

103

Remove thermometer from its container.
Wipe thermometer with tissue,
Check the, reading; shake &recheck until

reading is below 96.
Insert thermometer, noticing the time.
Count pulse and respirations.
Remove thermometer after three minutes' time.
Wipe thermometer with tissue.
Read and record temperature in TPR book.
Shake down thermometer; return it to its

container.

CAUTION: You will find it necessary to shake the
thermometer vigorously in order to get a reading

below 96. Be sure that your arm has enough room
that you avoid personal injury and the hazard of -'

broken glass.

Example

Both the rectal and oral thermometers below have readings below 96.

Rectal Thermometer Oral Thermometer

Where would the mercury stand if the reading was normal? Practice

draWing in the mercury on these thermometers:

Rectal Thermometer Oral Thermometer

NOTE: Aged people often have difficulty regulating
body temperature. Therefore, you may consider a
reading as low as 97 by mouth and 98 by rectum to
be,normal.temperatures for geriatric patients.



Have you tried these

case study, role playing,
simulation games?

Along with lecture, demonstration, and small group techniques

of teaching, several other methods of getting a lesson across

to adult students are available to perCeptive trainers.

These methods include case study, role playing, and

simulation games. Each can be viewed independently, or com-

bined with another method. For example, a role play can

easily be followed by a "small group discussion, or a case

study can grow out Of a role play.

The following brief outlines of these methods should help

trainers understand when they can best be used.

105
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CASE METHOD*

In the case study method of teaching, students use a

factual history or description of an event as a springboard

for learning how to deal with a particular situation.

The case may be real or fictitious. It is put together to

present a principle, the trainer wants to convey.` The

studies, which always involve group discussion, expose Wd-

part of organizational life to the learners without providing °

clear-cut answers.

Advantages

The advantages of using a case method approach are:

1. One-way communication becomes interchange;

students actively participate by expressing
their own views and opinions. -

2. Encourages the development of both inductive

(specific to general) and deductive (general

to specific) reasoning.

3. Staff tend to like this method, since realis=

tic cases are intrinsically interesting.

4. Staff members learn from others as well as

from the instructor.

5. Trainees receive practice in thinking of
themselves in other roles.

6. Sessions are interesting mixes of participation

and dialogue.

* Adapted. from Engel, Herbert M, Handbook of Creative Learn-

ing Exercises, Houston: Gulf Publishing Co., Book Publishing

Division, 1973.

, t 10p
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Limitations

There are some limitations to the case study method approach:

1. Persons not used .to this method may initially
feel frustration with the lack of direction
and think they are wasting their time.

2. Some subjects cannot be easily taught by a
series of cases.

3. Progress in development of problem-solving and
administrative skills is slow.

4. Usually a case study assumes a basic knowledge
of'the facts and certain skills as well as'.
maturity and readiness to accept responsibility.

5. Case studies may over-emphasize positive,
decisions when sometimes negative decisions are
the best action.

6. Cases tend to over-simplify real-world situations,
,because including all the variables actually
involved would make them too long or cumbersome.;--

While preparing fora case study, a trainer should study it

carefully, making sure the case is suitable for his objec-

tives'and for the level of learner he is trying to teach.

The trainer must imagine how'the trainee will read the

material. Will the trainee comprehend the subtleties of

the case? Will his eyes focus on certain words, whichtfor

him have a different meaning from that which you had in

mind? Sometimes trainers,unfairly label their trainees as

slow or .dense when the fault is their own,because of the

way training materials were constructed.

At the ,time the case is first introduced, the trainer makes

clear (using the` lecture. method) what objectives are to be
1
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achieved. The discussion that follows the study should

emphasize that the case study's goal is a better system of

problem solving--not the securing of an answer to one

isolated problem.

Ideally, in presenting the case materials, the material

should be written for all the participants and read aloud

to allow for verbal emphasis of certain points.

As participants discuss the case, the trainer circulates about

the room, keeping on the alert for students who are getting

off the track, misinterpreting the case, or discussing

unrelated topics.

The room's atmosphere is important. As in a small group,

a circle or, horseshoe arrangement of chairs encourages

interaction. Keep the group limited to twenty participants.

Have a chalk board or flip chart on hand, and make certain

all participants can see and hear comfortably.

At the end of the discussion, the trainer should summarize

the case and the conclusions. This is also the time to

point out alternative solutions, similar cases, or other

important' information.

iU
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The following points are included to assist you, as a

trainer, to evaluate and prepare case materials:

The language must convey what the trainer intends it to

convey to the reader.

1. The case language shoUld be suitable for
trainees. Words'used are the simplest
needed to explain ideas.

2. The exact message and meaning should be
transmitted.,

3. Sentences need to be suitably short and
clear.

4. Technical expressions should be easily
understood or defined for trainees.

5. Ideas and concepts presented in logical
order.

In addition, remember thaF oftentimes trainees in nursing

home settings may have low levels of reading ability. Too

often trainees are labeled "slow" or "uncooperative" when,

in reality, the material presented to them is not on their

reading level. It is important to make sure that the

material is readable on the trainees' level. You, as trainer,

may need to rewrite Case materials using short sentences and

simple words.

The content must be appropriate material for trainees.

1. The complexity of the materials should be
suitable for trainee group.

2: All obsolete material is eliminated.

3. Realistic situations are,presented.

111
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4. Emotionality of material is suitable for trainee
group.

5. Mood, tone, or humor of materials will elicit
the desired outcomes.

6. Total case situation is one with which the
group can readily identify.

7. Embarrassment or ridicule of individual
trainees is avoided.

The length of the case must fit within the training time.

Also, if the case is too complete, little is left for

trainees to discuss; if incomplete, groups may flounder.

1. Materials from cases which trainees have
worked on previously should be avoided.

2. The length of the case ne:-ds-to be suitable
for the time available f' lisoussion.

3. All essential material is presented.

4. Extraneous materials having no relevance
to essential facts or to "setting the scene"
have been ,.eliminated..

5. Long-winded' expressions and awkward phrases,
are eliminated and rephrased into shorter
forms.

While case studies are available on topics ranging from

motivation of staff members to dealing with complaints, the

most effective study will be that which relates specifically

to the participants and their environment.

Published case materials may save time for a trainer, but

should not be used if they do not fit the objectives and level

of the group. Trainees must be able to visualize the link

between themselves and the case, or the effort is wasted.

112
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The case materials you develop can be effective in practically

all areas of 'inservice training, including discipline,

communications, grievances,, morale, and productivity.

Whatever the particular objectives for a training session, the

trainer should write the case study with a focus on those

objectives. The case itself will be a significant factor

in reaching those objectives. A poorly constructed case will

only hamper a trainer's efforts.

The two widely used techniques of case writing are inductive

and deductive. Inductive cases are those'that tell about

given situations and lead to a conclusion or basic principle'.

Deductive cases begin with stating the, principle and then

give situations and examples. The case writer may initiate

his creative product either from the top down or from the

bottom up.

In writing an inductive case, the trainer will choose a

familiar situation from the work environment. The case should
I

be job-related and have intrinsic value as a potential lea-ming

exercise. The next step is to evaluate or judge the situation

by analyzing the available facts and inferences, and deciding

what the problem probably is and to what principle it relates.

Then,-if feasible, find out how the situation was resolved.

Since many problems are never completely solved or are 'solved'

erroneously; this factor is not essential to case construction.
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The final step is to establish a fictionalized version of

the original situation where the names, titles, places, and

times are changed.

In writing a deductive case, the trainer selects a general

principle to be illustrated asan instructional objective.

For example, you may choose to illustrate that supervisors

have a training responsibility when breaking in new employees:

This principle is then clarified and elaborated on as it will

be used within the written case. The writer explains what

occurs in a job situation if the defined principle is not--

applied by a supervisor.

The writer then establishes a problem situation that includes

as many of the listed factors as may be fictionalized in a

realistic fashion. After rewriting,''the case should appear in

a format such as this:

Warm-up introduction, plus key background data.

The problem: real or alleged.

The predicament: or roadblock, incident, climax.

Questions or assignment to the student.

The final questions should stimulate the reader's thinking.

Good questions challenge the group while channeling its

energies to the intended goal.

Both types of cases can be used in training. By using cases,

the trainer can present situations realistic to the, trainees.

114
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This method is a way of involving trainees in learning and

motivating interest in the learning activities by using

familiar case examples..

Now let's look at an. example of a case study you might use

in a long term care facility. Consider again the objectives

concerning vital signs that were used as examples in the

preceding sections:

Perhaps your educational intent extends beyond the mere

teaching of techniques for obtaining vital signs. It may

be that aides are able to perform these procedures adequately

when tested, bUt encounter difficulties in the actual work

setting. Many activities are occurring simultaneously on the

floor, and patient care often is cotpliCated by these inter-

acting conditions. Therefore, ygu may want to convey some

general principles about patient care where the taking.of

vital signs is concerned. As mentioned, the case study

offers an excellent opportunity to do this. A typical case

study might be the following:

Mrs. Bad Temper, a patient on your floor, has just had an

altercation with a volunteer, who brought her a requested cup

of hot coffee. Mrs. Bad Temper drank the coffee, insisted it

was poisoned by the volunt, then used the empty cup to

strike the volunteer. C,arge Nurse wasalerted, and

received the same treatrat trying-,to disarm the patient.
4

This was not the first tlirP-: Mrs. Bad Temper had attacked others.

115
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Since her attacks-are usually followed by throwing all loose

objects at passersby, placing her arms in restraints has been

the only viable solution to this problem. It seems that Mrs.

Bad Temper becomes highly aggressive in conjunction With her

history of fecal impactions. Meanwhile, her food tray-is

arriving and you are scheduled to take her vital .signs.

What should you do?

Following the outlined procedures for a case study, you would

present your objectives, give acopy of this narrative to

each'student, and read it aloud from your own copy. Partici-

;--,-Pants are then invited 'to discuss the situation while you

circulate in order.to clarify and help keep things on the

track. Following the discussion, you ask-for some examples

of what people would do in the situation, using this oppor-

tunity to point out several principles. These may include:

1. When in doubt about proceeding with your
assignment, check with the Charge Nurse.

2. Oral temperature is never taken immediately
after a patient has consumed a hot beverage.

3. If the arms are restrained, you cannot check
respiration. rate by.observing the arm on the
chest, nor can you check the pulse at the wrist'.

Alternative procedures must be used.

4. When the anus is irritated, rectal temperature
Should not be taken.

5. Oral temperature. is never taken when the
patient is confused, or highly agitated.

6. Keep the patient's best interest in. mind
when deciding how important it is to proceed
with your assignment.

7. Try to remain calm in disturbing situations,
since your,anxiety will only add more tension.
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These principles are not intended to be exhaustive, but

rather illuStrative of the kinds of information one canc6h-

vey through use of the case study. Some specific policies

and procedures observed by your individual institution can

also be identified. For example:

1. The procedure for serving a late meal,

2. How to note the necessity for skipping some
or all of the vital signs procedure.

3. Incident report procedure.

4. Restraint policy.

At the conclusion, you might summarize the main points

those that reflect your, objectives) which were brought out

dn,the case study.

ROLE PLAYING

Role playing, the acting outlof a situation by members of

a learning group, is obviously an active learning experience.

Through role playing, students simulate relationships and

problems in advance, so they can anticipate appropriate

behavior in on-the-job situations. After the role playing,

students often move into small groups to discuss the action

and agree on the most appropriate course.

-In the role playing, a person temporarily adopts a specified

role and tries to behave in ways characteristic of a person

117'
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'in that role.

For example, in a role play scene illustrating the need for

staff-patient communication, one student may "play" an over-
,

worked nurse, and -another may "play" a demanding patient.

Given a partidular set of circumstances and setting, the two

strive to resolve their problems by acting out the situation.

Advantages

The advantages of role play are:

1. Role playing offers students a chance to
try out real-world attitudes and behaviors
that may otherwise be inappropriate or un-
available to him.

2. Role playing is usually thought to be fun
for the students.

3. Playing roles opposite to one's usual' role
(e.g. client instead of worker) helps staff
develop empathy with-that opposing role and
helps impro4e professional performance.

4. Role playing is more effective than having

r the instructor merely tell. the students how
to act:

5. Role playing often provides good feedback for
the teacher.

Limitations

The limitations need to be carefully considered:

1. Role playing depends heavily on imagination
and capacity to project into another situation.
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2. Role playing can be time consuming, especially
if repeated many times with staff playing a
variety of roles.

3. The technique is not an easy one to use
effectively.

4. Some groups may be afraid of this technique.

Preparing for the role playing situation, the leader must

define his goals for the role play situation, study the

background-of the participants, determine the problem and

situation to be portrayed and. determine the roles to be

played.

The leader will also determine if'a particular scene will be

played twice--for example, showing an effective and ineffective

way for a staff member to deal with a demanding patient.

The role play is never rehearsed, but the leader will brief

the characters as to their parts--either verb lly or with

a written description. Goals and characters a e explained,

but not behaviors. The leader also prepares an introduction

for the group that will help them understand the goals and

characterizations they will see.

The leader is an essential element in the effective use of

role play. It is the leader's job to set the stage and to

help the trainees initiate the situation. Oftentimes, trainees

become nervous or afraid when asked to participate. These

feelings can be alleviated if the trainee has an open

C; V.
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supportive' attitude and helps the trainees begin. One way

to do this is.for the trainer to participate in one of the

first role plays.

',Once the situationc:has been.carefplly.planned by the trainer,

what will the role play itself really involve?* Spontaneity

is a hallmark of'ef ective role playing. The participants

improvise their script as they speak, and the make-believe

situation is acted upon by the participants as if it were

for real.

The enactment must be as sincere and true-to-life as possible.

This is neither a game nor charade. The participants are

interacting as if they were alone, without others listening

and observing the action. Thd following should be avoided:

1. Any attempts by the participants to'131.ay

for the galleries.

2. Hamming it up and showing how brilliant one
may be with repartee'and witticism.

3. Deliberately confusing and confounding the
facts by.inserting erroneous or misleading
information into the role.

The trainer sets the tone for the role play. He clearly

delineates the ground rules and boundaries for good taste

-while directing the action. He is freeto'stop the action

at any time. At the end of the role play, the trainer should

* Adapted from Engel, Herbert M., Handbook of. Creative

Learning Exercises, Houston: Gulf Publishing Co., Book
Publishing Division, 1973.
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summarize the learning activity. Group discussion concerning

the manner in which the participants interacted can be used

to aid learning and to summarize points.

Now let's look at an example of a role play: You can use

the same material presented in the case study for use in

role playing. Perhaps you are not so much concerned that

students know the principles, policies, and procedures out-

lined above, but you are more concerned that they exhibit

professional behavior in the situations. Therefore, you

might narrate the case study situation, and assign roles to

be played by various students. They are then asked to act

out the Scene as if it were actually happening. This

provides a graphic demonstration of the complexity of inter-

action which can occur. At the close of the role playing

scene, the group can discuss and evaluate the most appropriate

responses, offering additional options for handling the situation.

Some outcomes might be the following:

1. Aides develop greater empathy for the patient,
the volunteer, and dietary staff.

2. Aides become sensitized to handling "sticky"
situations in a professional manner.

3. The ,instructor obtains good feedback in areas
where more training is needed, where potential
problems exist, and where skill levels are high.
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SIMULATION GAMES

Games usually involve a simulation of real-world situations

and processes, often in a simplified or dramatic manner.

Unlike formal games, such as chess and monopoly, in games

designed for educational purposes the process of play is

more important than.'the outcome.

The following formats have been used in simulation games:

I-. Problem solving exercises. Games that
provide a framework for solving a particular
type of problem, generally by posing a
specificproblem and specifying a sequence
of steps for solving that problem. For
example, formulating a goal, assigning
priorities, allocating resources and then

distributing them.

2. Board games. In these games, ideas or pro-
cesses are represented by means of concrete
symbols: chips, markers and a game board.

Trainees investigate the processes by manipu-
lating the symbols.

3. Computer-assisted games. Here the computer
is- used to perform any of three functions, to

aid players: calculations, storage and
retrieval of information and feedback of a
mathematical or non-mathematical nature about
players' judgments and decisions.

By their nature, simulation games involve elements of two

previously described methods - -role playing and small group

discussion. An important difference among the three lies in

the degree of structure. Usually there is the least structure

in group.discussion. In role playing, some implicit behavior

22
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patterns are to be followed. In simulation games, explicit

rules--similar to the regulations and procedures in an actual

on-the-job setting--are to be obeyed.

Advantages

Some of the reasons you may decide to use a simulation game

''in training are:

a. Offer an opportunity for students to learn by
doing. The trainer teaches about selected
aspectsoof life by having the students engage
in them through a game.

.2. When games are done well, trainees become highly
motivated and involved.

3. Immediate feedback is available.

4. Once the game rules are established, trainees
can proceed without further assistance.

5. Games encourage the student to learn, because
learning is directly pertinent to attaining
goals.

Limitations

Some of the limitations of using simulatior, lames are:

1.'Game play may involve considerable time

2. Preparation of the game tablishing
the rules of play and developing the
necessary? supportive materials) usually
requires considerable effort on the part of

the instructor. You can, however, use one
of the, available games
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Some of the characteristics of effective games are the

following:*

1. Conflict. Successful simulation games incor-
porate a fairly high degree of conflict, but
not necessarily in terms of cut-throat competi-
tion. Games can effectively reflect the
challenge in using limited resources to achieve
strategic outcomes.

2. Constraints. An ideal simulation game has the
least number of constraints imposed on the
player's behavior. Complicated and long rules
are seldom appreciated by players.

3. Type of closure. Effective games end with a
bang. It should be possible for all players
to "win." The game should have multiple
criteria for measuring success.-

4. Contrivance and correspondence to reality. The
game should be realistic enough to involve the
players. Correspondence:to real life should
be obvious.

5. Replayability. An effective simulation game
should be replayable any number of times. This
permits the players to try alternate strategies.

6. Time requirement. A fast -paced simulation game
can be very exciting. A majority of players
prefer games of about 45 minutes.

7. Equipment and materials. The rate of adoption
of a simulation game is inversely related/to
the quantity, complexity and rigidity of/equip-
ment and materials. other words, keep it
simple.

8. Number of players. ,Games that involve small
groups of three to five players are more
tlexible than the large group versions'

9. Purpose. An ideal game should involve aspects
of motivation, instruction, evaluation and

........___experimentation_inproper balance. If instruc-
tion, simulation or, gamingis-empffasized-out of
proportion, the result may be a confusing,
meaningless activity)

* Material adapted from Thiagerajan, S. and Stolovitch,,H.
Instructional Simulation Games (The Instructional Design
Library), Englewood Cliffs; NJ: Educational Technology
Publications,' g 1978.
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Your first decision when contemplating the use of a simulation

game is whether the amount and kind of educational material

to be-covered will justify the effort required to construct

the game. Once the decision has been made to proceed, you

will select a fdrmat and then allow your imagination full sway.

For purposes of illustration, let's assume you have decided

to create a game for teaching the material used in the case

study and role playing examples., You .uld create a deck of

cards, each of which had a statement or two on it. Some

statements would be appropriate to the occasion and others

would be either irrelevant or contraindicated. On the

bottom of each card there would be a-code referring to the

scoring process. Players are given five cards each, and must

draw a card from the rest of the deck each time it's their

turn. They must then chose a card to discard. After a pre-

, determined number of roundS, participants are given a code,

and asked to add up their score. High score wins. The

scoring code might work in this fashion:

1. Cards with appropriate statements have the
nletter "A" followed. by a number. The number

refers to the points received7-based on
importance.

2. Catds with irrelevant statements have the
letter,,"I" followed by "dummy" number's. This
means they will not be used in the scoring
but must look no different from other cards.

3. ContraindiCated statement cards will have the
letter-uC"-followed-by-a-number-reflecting-the--
degree of inappropriateness.

125
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Players are told to total all "A" cards, then total all

"C" cards, and disregard all I cards. -They must subtract

the "C" total from the "A" total. High score wins.

There are also simulation games that can be purchased.

Several of the large university gerontology centers have

developed games concerning retirement, service delivery,

and other aspects of growing old.

These methods--case study, role play, and simulation games- -

can be effective alternatives to the more common lecture,

demonstration, and discussion. They have a high degree of

participant involvement and can be used for a variety of

topics. They are particularly effective for training which

involves feelings and attitudes in that they allow the

participants to actively "feel" what it is like in a given

situation. You, as trainer, should consider them as helpful

`alternatives which will aid in producing training that is

meaningful and interesting.
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How can outside resources be used?

Resource people, either within or outside your facility, can

prove to be an invaluable help to health care professionals

who choose to present training programs in which "outside"

points of view are needed.

Once.a particular program topic for inservice training is

choSen, the trainer combs his community to enlist various

resource persons to be interviewed or serve on panels. These

resource persons demonstrate-knowledge_of_the_chosen_topic_and

an ability to respond to questions in an interesting, informal

manner. They add a degree of credence and enthusiakri to the

the usual inservice program.

r _ - - ..
Some of the resources you may wish to explore in your

community are:
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Community college courses
Outside lecture consultants
Training corporations
Commercial companies (i.e., drug companies)
Health Department consultation
Physicians
Clergy
Pharmacists
Fire department
Red Cross
Commission- for the Blind
Commission for the Deaf
Visually impaired veterans
Dentists
Local library

At the same time, you can use the people within your facility

as trainers- Some of these resource people are:

LVN
RN
Director of Nurses
Physical therapist
Head of housekeeping (staff)
Maintenance manager (staff)
Dietary staff
Activities Director
Business office staff
Administrator
Assistant Administrator

Furthermore, don't forget your trainees. An. aide who has

recently successfully completed a course can be asked to help

another aide who may just be starting. Simple demonstrations,

such as bed making or temperature recording, can be taught

in this manner. This technique also gives you, as training .

coordinator, an additional way f checking on your"previous

-----EYdifiEn4:ohe of the best ways to reintord-e-tralnins-ls-to_____L

ask a trainee to explain the procedure to someone else.
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No matter what resource you choose or if the person is inside

or outside the facility, there are some guidelines to follow:

1. The trainer should select the areas where it
seems most desirable to involve an outside
speaker, and should then choose possible
resource people.

2. The trainer should contact the resource
people. At this point, he should provide the
following information: number of participants,
level of participants, time allowed for pro-
gram, objective of program, expected outcomes,
anything else the resource person may need to
know for planning.

3, The fee, if any, should be agreed upon. It is
usually courteous to reimburse a resource
person's travel expenses if you are not also
paying a consultant fee or if they are not
part of a volunteer organization.

4. The trainer should draw up a written list of
tentative objectives for the program and give
them to the resource person.

5. The resource person should then give the
trainer an outline of the proposed program
and a list of materials or equipment that will
be needed.

6. The trainer should then contact (in writing)
the resource person, with the agreed upon
objectives, outline, participants, time, date,
and fee. Any evaluation or other planned
.activities within the particular program should
also be mentioned.

7. The trainer is responsible for selecting
trainees, and for ensuring that they arrive
and are prepared to participate.

8. After the training session, the trainer should
aid the participants in summarizing the infor-
mation and translating it for use within the
facility.

The use of outside resource people in staff development is

a common approach to enhance inservice programs. Outside

129
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resources can provide a means to bring experience and expertise

to bear on immediate needs. They can share experiences from

other facilities ana bring a new depth and interest to a

training program. The mere stimulus of a new face, a new

voice, or a mew approach can provide the motivation and excite-

ment needed t--) make your training program more effective.

Typically, outside training resource presents a prepared

program using lecture and demonstration methods. Sometimes

simulations or case studies will be included. Often the

program has been designed and presented previously at other

locations to other participants.

Sometimes the trainer may want to utilize something other

than lecture or demonstration. Two alternatives are a guest

interview or a panel presentation. We will examine these two

resources separately.

INTERVIEW

The interview is an alternative to-the guest lecture. The,

interview may be a better technique in a particular instance

if the guest is not a good lecturer, or if he is likely to

cover points already discussed in previous programs.

---The-inter-View-i-s-ideadly-an-informal-convethational technique.

During the interview, the audience listens as an interviewer
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asks a resource person specific questions' about a pre-arranged

topic.. The interview is conversational in tone, in that the

interviewer is free to improvise questions as the two explore

the topic.

The resource person is informed of the nature of the questions

beforehand. He may even be given a list of proposed questiOns

to review, but he should avoid staging an,actual rehearsal of

the interview.

An interview is most appropriate for programs in which the

objective is to clarify confusing issues and to present the

impressions of an authority. Trainers concerned with providing

a relaxed atmosphere for learning and stimulating interest

should consider this technique.

Advantages

The advantages of an interview are:

1. Resource persons may prefer the interview
technique to the lecture.

2. The interviewer is free to ask the resource'
person to clarify or give examples as'the
interview progresses.

3. The interviewer maintains control of the
subject.matter discussed.

4. The interview is not. difficult_ to arrange,
and it is often more interesting to listen

tothan the lecture.

5. The interview ensures continuity in the
inservice programs and provides for audience
participation if the trainer asks for questions
from the listeners.

131.
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Limitations

There are some limitations, to consider:

1. Certain topics do not lend themselves to an
interview. Detailed information is difficult
to present and comprehend.

2. Some people cannot adjust to the interview
approach. The resource person may lapse into
giving speeches instead of short and direct
answers.

3. The audience may feel left out if the inter-
viewer doesn't involve them when preparing
his questions.

In arranging the interview, an interviewer's first prioritY

is to determine his objectives for the inservice program

and make certain the interview technique is appropriate

to the topic and objectives. Once decided, he should

then search for an appropriate resource person in the

community or if needed outside 'the community. Well in ad-

vance of the interview, the interviewer should also prepare,

a list of possible questions (with the help of his staff) to

be discussed.

When the trainer contacts the resource person, the two should

review the questions and come to an understanding of the

range of the subject matter to be discussed and the purposes

to be accomplished. The!!resotirce person has'the privilege of

eliminating questions or adding some that will help clarify

the issue. The interviewer should make certain the resource

person is awai-eiifthudience-Ls-backg-round-and_knowledge of_

the topic, as well as the procedure that will be followed in

asking and responding to questions.
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The,interviewer should also'arrange for .the room, sound

system and other equipment, and he should make certain the

audience will have comfortable seating. Finally, the trainer

or interviewer should prei,.e an introduction for the inter-

view, in which he explains what will be discussed, the length

of the interview, and the background and qualifications of

the resource person.

During the interview, the interviewer allows the speaker to

feel comfortable and warm up to his topic by spending a few

minutes of general introduction. The interviewer should ask

clear, concise questions and should clarify remarks; the

resource person should answer as clearly as possible, using

a vocabulary suited to the audience. He should avoid making

speeches and advapcing pet theories unless they are appropriate

to the interview.

If a cluestion and answer period is to follow, the audience

may want to' take a few notes during the interview or jot

down questions they would like to have addressed.

Participants and audience members should be comfortably seated,

and extremes in room temperature should be avoided. If micro-

phones are needed, they should be tested inoadvance.

The of ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' i s ofe-firdde-, where a-guestlecture

could be used:
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Let's return to the situation involving the teaching of

techniques for taking vital signs. Perhaps the administration

plans to purchase new equipment for taking,temperature and

blood pressure. The decision is made to buy electric skin

thermometers and automated electronic sphygmomanometers. The

nursing staff may have questions about the efficacy of adopting

the new technology. Therefore, you may arrange to interview a

Director of Nurses from another facility where this equipment

is already in use. You would:

1. Gather information on the concerns of the staff,
including specific questions they may have.

2. Consolidate this information along with what you
consider to be at issue from a teaching point of
view into a list of questions.

3.'Contact the Director of Nurses at the other
facility and review your questions and concerns.

4. Make any arrangewtents needed for visual, aides
the visiting Director of Nurses may need,

including actual equipment.

5. Prepare your.introduction, explaining that the
proposed new equipment will be discussed by-some-
one who is familiar with its use.

The final interview might include. this' type of interchange:

Interviewer: We are wondering if the use of this new equipment

Director:

won't be more difficult to use?

We found' this to be true in a few cases, until
aides' became familiar with it. However,,at --

present we, feel there is a' time savings as the

result of using the newer methods.

Interviewer: I'm wondering how difficult it will be to retrain
.m everyone in a-different method?

Director: We were surprised to find that one inservice was
----a1.1_1-hat was needed for the majority, and a second

review session took care of any who still felt
unsure.

1
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Interviewer: The electric skin thermometer is so much more
cumbersome than a glass thermometer; we have-
some concern it will make the aide's job more
difficult.

Director: Actually, our aides report there is less work
involved than the vigorous shaking required by
the glass thermometer. I've brought one with me,
and I'll be happy to pass it around so you can
see how lightweight it is. Notice it is battery
operated, and therefore you have no electric '

cord to worry about.

At any point you may choose to invite questions from the

group. Otherwise, you would continue until your prepared liSt'

of questions had been answered.

The following checklist for interviews,is included for your

information.

1 Will the interview help explain
problems or clarify issues?

2 Will the interview present information
in a relaxed manner?

3 Will the interview encourage audience
follow-through?

4 Are goals clear-cut?

5 Are you certain audience partricipation
is not needed?

6 Is the physical environment conducive
to an interview?

7 Is the interviewer well7prepared?

8 Is the interviewer knowledgeable, well-
spoken and flexible?

9 Is the resource person well-prepared?

135
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10 Is the resource person knowledgeable,
well-spoken and flexible?

11 Has the interviewer prepared an
introduction?

Yes No

12 Can he ask pertinent questions and
keep the conversation going?

PANEL DISCUSSION

Another alternative to the gueEi lecture, the panel is a

small group of persons who discuss a topic with the guidance

of a moderator. The moderator prepares questions to begin

the discussion and keep*it going. The audience does not

participate verbally, unless specifically requeSted to dor.so.

The. panel can best.be used to bring several points of.view'

into focus for the audience, and it is an especially good

technique.for clarifying controversial issues. Because

participants are chosen for their expertise,in a given field,

the panel makes optimum use of a wide range of opinion.

The moderator guides the discussion through the intelligent use

of questions and comments. He should obviously be quite

familiar with the topic discussed. The panel members are

selected to represent different backgrounds and a variety ,of

points of view. They should be good conversationalists, and

they should take great care =to avoid debates while on the panel.

i36
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Members are chosen because of-their ability to speak with

some authority on the subject, either because of past or

present experiences.

Advantages

Advantakjes to panels are' the following:

1. Several informed opinions can be heard rather
thanjust one.

2. Several'comPetent resource persons can
participate.

3. Audience interest is stimulated through the
discussion technique.

Limitations

The following points are.limitations to panels:

1. Panel members familiar with the topic may
be hard to find.

2. An uninformed or unskilled moderator may
have difficulty keeping the discussiog going.

In arranging the panel discussion, the moderator of the panel

must determine the goals of the discussion well in advance.

Once the objectives are decided, the trainer or, moderator

should understand both the topic to be discussed and the

points of view of the` udience members.

The moderator prepares an introduction in which panel members

are briefly introduced, and he prepares questions to open and

sustain the discussion.' He should also meet with panel members

beforehand to make sure, they understand the panel procedure and
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the range of the topic to be discussed. He reviews the names

of the panel members, the of the panel, time restrictions

and, seating locations.

During the panel discussion, the moderator's responsibility is

to keep the conversation flowing among the participants. After

giving his prepared introduction, he guides .the informal

discussion through q'istions and comments. The moderator offers

a chance for all members to, participate, remains neutral,

summarizes points, and reminds panel members of any time

limits. Panel members gear their discussion to the audience

and avoid lengthy,,involved answers that dominate the panel's

time.

If a question and answer period o follow, the audience may

wart to take a few notes during the panel or jot down questions

they would like to have addressed. Participants and audience

members should be comfortably seated, and extremes in room

temperature should be avoided. If microphones are needed, they

should be tested in advance.

You may now ask how you can use a panel discussion in your

training. Let's use the same example as the one we discussed

for guest lectures:

Consider the possibility that you found differing opinions when

you approached other professionals on the use of the proposed
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new equipment. In this case, you may arrange an informal

panel composed of people who have had experience with

electric skin temperature machines and electronic blood

pressure machihes, but with, different advice as to their

acquisition. Your procedure would be:

1. Select the panel members to represent the
respective views involved.

2. Prepare an introduction and questions to
open and sustain the discussion. These
should cover the main points in controversy,
e.g., ease of use, time consumed, patient
response, upkeep, accuracy, etc.

3. Advise the members of the procedure you will
follow, along with the topics you will-cover
in your introductory and sustaining types of
questions. Make sure they understand the time
limi'

At the end you may choose to have questions from the group and

a general acknowledgement that the subject was covered adequately.

This could be done by making several summary statements.

In order to help you decide on the use of a panel discussion,

we include a checklist of points to remember.

1 Will the panel help clarify issues and
explain problems?

Will the panel bring several points of
.view into focus for the audience?

.3 Will the panel encourage. audience
follow-through?

4 Are goals clear-cut?

Is the topic conducive to a wide
range of informed opinion?

6 Can you find appropriate resource
persons for the topic?
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7 Is the moderator well prepared?

-8 Is the physical environment conducive
to a panel?

9 Can the moderator remain neutral
while showing an interest in the topic?

10 Can he promote discussion?

11 Can panel members discuss without
debating?

14n
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How are instructional media
best used?

Even the best presentation can be improved by the use of well

planned instructional media. Films, filmstrips, handouts,

slides, and video cassettes add a visual punch to the written

or spoken word, and thus stimulate learning. Creative uses of

a variety of media and materials can increase the probability

that your students will learn more, retain better what they

learn, and improve their performance of the skills they are

expected to learn.

Before trainers begin the process of selecting instructional

media for their programs, however, they must first have a

firm grasp of the objectives of the lesson. Once an objec-

tive is defined in behavioral terms, the selection of media

will mesh with the lesson plan to form an effective program.

A .trainer should ask himself: "Do I need media to implement
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my Objectives? Will the use of media add to the learning

process significantly?"

The following suggestions will guide the trainer to a more

prdfessional use of instructional resources, so that ideas

will be presented simply and implemented without overcompli-

cated audiovisuals.*

1. Decide which ideas to be visualized merit
emphasis; which are difficult to grasp if
not visualized.

2. Carefully limit the number of objectives for

each presentation. Keep things simple and
to the point.

3. Make scripts and'audiovisuals complementary
rather than duplicative. Narrative should
stimulate curiosity and provoke questions.

4. For each segment of instruction determine
appropriate content and media' format of the
material to be used.

5. Announce the purpose of the media materials
to the students. Materials are most effective
when they provoke interest, anticipation and

readiness"to respond.

Other considerations to remember when selecting media are

(a) cost implications (i.e., production, replacement, energy),

(b) time availability to secure and show materials, and (c)

size of audience. Furthermore, trainers deciding on the kinds

of materials to use in a program must be sure to considei what

equipment will be required to show the slides, filmstrips, or

* Adapted from Allen, D.W. and Seifman, E. The Teachers
Handbook. Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1971.
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whatever. Is sufficient equipment available, or must it

be searched out?

Although decisions about equipment usually depend on the

trainer's choice of materials, there are instances when

the type of equipment available may influence the form of

material to be used. For example, still pictures in the

form of slides might be preferred, but because filmstrip viewers

are available or are much less expensive and easier to use than

slide projectors, the planner may decide to use filmstrips

rather than slides.

Careful consideration to availability and usability of equip-

ment during planning is essential. Be practical in requeFAng

what you need, but be reasonable in terms of what funds

available, and the complexity of the equipment and upkeep.

Most people have generally had experience with using such

traditional materialsas textbooks, reference-books, magazines,

pamphlets,..and other printed items. But, even though audio-
.

visual and related resources are proving to be par;ticularly

useful for instruction, knowledge and judgment concerning the

advantages, .limitations an&special applications of these

materials are limited. The following list is provided as a

guide to evaluating and selecting these materials.

L!)
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1. Will the materiai be presented/ to a group, or
, will it be used for individualized learning?

Some audiovisual materials are best used for
presentations, while others are more suitable
for individualized learning. Most canbe
adapted for either use.

2. Does the content require graphic treatment,
photography or a combination of graphics and
phbtography?

More time is needed to prepare graphic visuals
than to make photographic materials or use
pre-packaged materials.

3. Should a visual be presented'in the form of
still pictures o: ,as a motion picture?

-A motion picture is a "transient" medium,
reqUiring staff to grasp the message as the
film is projected. A still picture is a
"persistent" medium, permitting students to
study the message. at their own paces.

4. What kinds of still pictures are available?

For instructional purposes, still pictures
may be in the form of photographic prints,
black-and-white or color slides, transparencies
for overhead projedtion or posters. They have
the advantage of being open to review.

5. Is the visual material to be accompanied by
recorded sound?

,Sound on tape or film can direct attention,
explain details, raise questions and make
transitions from one picture or idea to
another.

6- When should the use!c3f multimedia techniques
be considered?

Multimedia methods are used in presentations
when more than one medium such as transparencies
and slides, presented together or sequentially,
can best explain and illustrate content:
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To use someone else's movies, video tapes, or slide tapes

for a presentation:

1. Preview the material beforehand and make sure
you use only materials that relate to your
objectives and the needs of the students.

2..Restate the objective and the particular points
to look for before showing the material.

3. If the entire program is not appropriate, use
only what meets your needs.

4. Point out any terms or steps that are different
from the ones you have been using.

5. At the start of the presentation, check to
make sure each viewer can see and hear adequately.

6. At the end'of the presentation, either summarize
the key points or ask questions covering the
points.

AA,
7. If the presentation teaches the staff to do

something, have them try to perform it right
after your summary or questions. Offer the
chance to review the materials before. practice.

8. If props, equipment or materials are needed to
perform the objective, have them ready.

Projected visuals are valuable in that they attract and hold

attention at the same time they have the ability to show

great detail to: several people at once. Disadvantages revolve

around the technicalities of equipment and logistics.

Now, how can you use media effectively in your training:

Looking back at your original objectives for teaching aides

how to obtain.vital signs, and at your projected teaching

methods, it should be easy to identify the instructional

media you need. Tracing back through previous chapters,
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you find the following:

Objective 1. Since a single thermometer is too
small for a group, you will have to provide a
large scale representation. This could be a
large drawing on poster paper, an overhead
transparency, or individual handouts. These
would probably show the thermometer at several
different readings, etc.

Objective 2. You could easily include a drawing
of a rectal thermometer with your visual aide for
Objective 1. Following the discussion, you might
list on a flip chart the reasons the group found
for usinT,one temperature'taking technique in
place of the other.

Objective 3. You may find it worthwhile to.video-
tape a. demonstration. of the pulse taking procedure.
This would allow you-to dub in an audio signal
representing the pulse. In addition, you have the
flexibility to stop and repeat the film if desired.

Objective 4. Earlier it was noted that same demon-
stration used to meet Objective 3 could be expanded
to include this objective.

Objective 5. Since.this.objective may be met with
.a combined teaching technique, you may select media
for each. During the lecture phase, you may use
actual equipment, large pictures, transparencies,
or handouts. During the-demonstration you will most
certainly need the actual equipment. Of course you
may. elect to include this,in'a videotape, should
you make one for the other demonstrations. Remember,'
taking vital signs is such a common procedure, and
one that is used so often, there may already be
existing films, film-strips, Or slide tape present-
ations which cover this information.

Objective G. You have identified the lecture
method for this objective. An enlarged replication '.
of a page from the TPR notebook will probably
facilitate your teaching. You may also mant'to
make a handout of a sample blank page for students
to'use for practice.

The following chart is provided to help with your dedisions

concerning media. Nine common types are included, along

with information concerning visual', sound, color, motion,
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student control, and flexibility matters. This chart

should be carefully studied before you decide to use or make

media for inclusion in your program. Too often, trainers

use available materials without serious consideration of the

need or complexity of the medium. Sometimes a handy film

can be thought of an an easy way out. Be sure your use of

media fits your instructional objectives.

Once you have made the decision to use' audiovisual aids,

consult the resource list of available media that we have

used and liked. This is found in the appendix.



Instructional

Medium

Visual Sound

-,. i

Color Motion Student control over pace of

learn,,

Flexibility

Overhead

transparency

with live narrator,

Yes

.,./,

No Yes

;

No No, pace controlled by

narrator,

--
No, usually confined to

use in a group presentation

Slides with ,

live nariaton,

).

Yes No' Yes No, but a series of

slides can present

sequential steps,

No, pace controlled by

narrator,

No, usually confined to a

group presentation,

Slides with

script or

audio tape.

Yes Yes, with

audio tape

Yes

,

No,' but a series of

slides can break a

physical activity into

its sequential steps;

this is sometimes

better than notion for

study purposes,

Yes, student can 'read script

or listen to tape at his own

learning rate.

,

Yes, a slide projector has

easy portability,

110,

.

Models with .

icript or

audio tape,

Yes Yes, with

audio tape

Yes

°

,

Yes, simulated motion

is possible.

Yes, student can read'script

or listen to tape at his own

learning rate.

Yes, usually easily'

portable, '

Video tape

cassette,

Yes

t

Yes

'

Yes, if produc-

tion equipment

is available,

Yes Yes, the student can stop,

rewind, or fast forward the 1

cassette; but learning pace

is no faster than the speed

of the cassette,

No, TV monitors and cassette

players are usually confine,

to a library or classroom,

.

;,

16 mm film Yes Yes Yes Yes No, unless the student is

skilled at running a 16 mm

projector,

No, 16 min projectors are

usually confined to specific

viewing locations.

Audio tape

)

No Yes

,

No No Yes,,the student can stop, Yes, an audio cassette play

.

rewind, or fast forward the can be taken almost anywhere

tape but can learn only as

fast as tape runs.------------
No Yes, the,studerit can read Yes, can be taken almost

it as quickly or slowly as' anywhere,

he likes,

)

Illustrate

workbook or

text book,

Yes No Yes, but .

expensive.

Non-illustrated.

WorkbCOk'or text

.

No No Yes, if prattle-

tion equipment

is available.

,

No Yes, the student can read it Yes, can 'be taken almost

as quickly or slowly as he anywhere,

likes, ,

.
,
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Are review and practice importan

Once new material has been,presented to students and learning

has begun,, the techniques of review and -practice (drill) be-

come increasingly important to trainers.* 'Although practice

and review are time-tested techniques of teaching and are

essential to every subject area, they are easily misused and,

therefore, can be ineffective.

The purpose of'the review or practice is to help learners:.

apply original concepts to related job situations. If trainers

neglect this relationship between original learning and its

application to real life, the `review or practice sessions will

be directionless.

* Material adapted from Hoover, K. H.; College Teaching

Today: A Handbook for Postsecondary Instruction, Boston:

Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1980.
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The techniques of review and practice are alike in that they

both supplement concepts originally fearned in the classroom.

Both ensure mare permanent learning. The two techniques are

not appropriate for each situation, however.

Reviews work best when the trainer is teaching cognitive

(mental) concepts; practice is appropriate when teaching

particular behaviors or skills. Reviews involve the whole

class; practice must be one -to -one for best results. Reviews

can be used when you are teaching such things as the policies

of the facility, department,.or. unit; characteristics of

geriatric patiehts; or the steps in reporting an "incident."

Practice can be used for such things as the.procedures involved-

in an evacuation plan; transfer of.hemiplegic patients; or

taking vital signs.

At this point, it may be important to examine some of the major

aspects.of retention and transfer for incorporation into your

instructional methods.. Kenneth Hoover (1980) has described

eleven major points;

1. The initial learning experiences are usually

retained best. This means that as part of the
instructional process we should check for

accuracy the initial reactions. It is difficult

to correct the inaccurate reactions but it is

better to correct them early in the instruction.

2. It'is easiest to recall the original learning

sequence whether we are learning mental or

-motor skills. If vary, the sequencing and

combinations, we will increase learning.
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3. Forgetting occurs by degree. Approximately, one

third of the material studied is retained one

year after taking the course. The rate of
forgetting is always greater immediately after

learning. Even with forgetting, relearning is

easily achieved.

4. The recall of specific facts is more difficult
than the recall ,of the.existence of the fact
or the attitude or method associated with them.
In concept learning, it may not be necessary
to train for total recall of the specifics but
to train for recall of the main ideas.

5. Overlearning (learning beyond mastery) increases
retention. 'The amount of overlearning generally
recommended is fifty percent. Additional prac-
tice exercises are often beneficial.

6.. Recall after a brief rest is improved if learning

is interrupted or stopped just prior to mastery.
To enhance learning, we should therefore not fill

the rest of the time with new material after the

initial learning sequence is completed.. It might

be better to include more practice.

7. One lengthy practice session is not as beneficial

as smaller sessions of varying length. Practice

sessions of decreasing length with rest periods
in between may be most beneficial.

8. Transfer is enhanced if the instructor makes a
conscious effort to teach for transfer.

9. Transfer of.concepts, methods, and attitudes is

achieved more easily than transfer of facts.

Facts are transferred to new situations only if

the new situations contain the same facts.

10. One learning experience may interfere with

another. This can occur if,there is similarity

between the two situations: This is called
negative transfer.

11. Negative transfer can be decreased when the
corresponding elements are separated both in

time and situation. , Negative transfer can be

minimized with increasing the thoroughness of
learning and providing for overlearning.

Consieration'of these principles can lead to more effective

teaching and learning.

1 52
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Review

A review is exactly what the word describes--a re-view, or

re-look, at information already presented through some kind

of teaching method (e.g. lecture, discussion, demonstration).

Ideally, reviews give students a chance to get new meanings

and understandings out of already learned concepts while

helping students transfer those concepts to real-life

situations.

Most reviews are appropriate at the end of a unit of work.

Basic concepts from the unit are brought together in a

logical order, clarified and expanded to apply to related

situations. An appropriate review generates considerable

enthusiasm and creativity in the students who, once they

understand how the concepts they've studied can be applied

to out-of-class problems, become more interested in learning.

To prevent poor review sessions, planning is essential.

Trainers should go to great lengths to plan their reviews

so that original concepts are extended to on the job situations.

Examples from learners, personal experiences, simulations,

and other methods can be used as illustrations.

Advantages

1. Review eases the application or transfer of
learnings to related situations.

2. Learning beComes more permanent through review.
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3. Misconceptions and misunderstandings can be
corrected during the review phase.

4. Review is a flexible procedure--it can last
as little as a few minutes or as long as
several class sessions.

Disadvantages

1. Review can be misused--recitation is often
substituted for review.

2. If students have not developed a good
understanding of the material, review is
pointless.

3. If a written test follows a review, the test
must contain questions that evaluate the
student's application of concepts to on-the-
job situations and not his recall of isolated
facts.

As you can see, the review can be used for something as global

as the overall policies of the institution or something as

specific as a routine for handling unexpected problems.

Practice

The importance of practice (drill) for developing particular

'skills cannot be overemphasized. Every skill demands

practice, whether it is as elementary as delivering meal

trays or as complicated as changing dressings. A student

who does not practice a newly learned skill may be able to

repeat the skill, but will never reach his full capacity.

Studies tell us that skills are= developed best through these

activities:

154
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Initial learning. The purpose of the skill is
explained, and verbal instructions are given, often
along with a demonstration.

Varied contact. Direct contact with the skill
must be available through a variety of situations.
:students develop and test their own ways .of per-

-forming the skill. The trainer helps. students
minimize weaknesses and perfect strengths.

Repetitive practice. Vary conditions under which
a skill is repeated to avoid monotony and increase
the likelihood of its transfer to related situations.
Forcing students to practice will not help. Students

will not improve their skills through practice unless
they are self-motivated.

Advantages

1. Practice is the basic instructional method for
getting and developing mental and motor skills.

2. Trainers can practice with students one at a

time.

3. When spaced appropriately, practice helps
reduce the rate of forgetting.

4,. Practice de -lops habits that tend to become
part of '6's lifestyle.

Disadvantages

1. Practice, or drill, is not effective for
certain kinds of learning.

2. Misguided practice may hinder learning.

3. Striking a balance between speed and accuracy
is difficult.

4. Repetitive drill may become monotonous.

5. The logistics of working out practice sessions
with each student are sometimes complicated.
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Here again, practice can be used effectively whether_the.

behavior is one that is seldom necessary (e.g., evacuation),

often necessary (e.g., transferring hemiplegic patients),

or regularly necessary.
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Evaluation did learning take place?

Evaluation is the point where you as trainer determine

whether or not your inservice program meets the goals of the

nursing home. Because evaluation provides concrete feedback

about what inservice has accomplished, it can provide the

inservice trainer with information on how programs should

be changed to better meet the goals of the facility. If

better patient care is the ultimate goal of inservice, then

the evaluation should focus on employee performance,

An evaluation is the process of determining the learner's

achievement of training objectives and the effectiveness

and efficiency of the delivery system. The evaluation pro-

cess should assess both the learner's competence and the

program's efficacy.'

.155
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The firSt step in conducting an evaluation is to determine the

objectives of the program. Since you have already written

learner objectives for program planning, you can now use

these same objectives to determine whether or not your

learners have achieved the desired level of performance.

Learners' progress should be measured throughout training,

not just at the end of a program or series. Learners need

to. know their strengths and weaknesSes. DeficiencieS,should

'be corrected immediately and not allowed to. become habits.

If evaluation-is done periodically,. then you as trainer can

advise.and guide your learners toward self-improvement.

Self-evaluation is similarly important to the planner. You

should want to know.how well the program you have developed,

is serving its objectives as it goes along. ., This is called

-formative evaluation, and it takes place during development

and tryouts. It is useful for:determining any weaknesses

in the plan that can be improved before full-scale use.

Reactions from employees,and. supervisors, observations of

trainees at work, and suggestions from your colleagues may

indicate deficiencies in the learning sequence, in procedures,

in materials, and so on. For example, the pace of instruction

may be too rapid or too slow, or'the sequence may be uninter-

esting, confusing, or too difficult. Formative evaluation

also allows the Supervisor to determine whether at any

point in the instructional sequence too much previous
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knowledge has been assumed, or whether the emphasis is on

material already mastered and not requiring more attention.

The careful analysis of the results of a program when it is

in full use is ,called a summative evaluation. It is con-

cerned with evaluating the degree of final achievement of

objectives. This is usually done through a post-test. This

may also entail following up after .a course is completed

to determine if and how employees are using or applying the

knowledge,- skills, and attitudes treated in the program.

At this point you and administration may be interested in

accountability; or the effectiveness and efficiency of the

inservice program. Feedback from summative evaluation should

be used for revising and improving any parts of the instruc-

tional plan that need it. Evaluation can also provide data

on the cost and benefits of inservice.

Evaluation is not measurement. The trainer must elect

an appropriate measurement, technique for providing the

information.upon which inservice program decisions will be

based. A number of measurement techniques were. presented

in the chapter on needs analysis. Questionnaires, interviews,

job analysis, reports, tests, and group problem techniques

can all be 'used as measures for evaluation.

i $ 6. 156
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Probably the measurement technique most appropriate for in-

service is the performance test. Performance tests assess

learners' ability to demonstrate competency in performing

skills, tasks, and procedures. 'Performance tests should

correspond to the learning objectives. The checklist, records,

and simulation are three other types of performance tests

which are easy to use in the nursing home setting.

A checklist is a prepared list of statements related to

particular attitudes, actions, or performance standards.

Checklists can be completed by.the learner, a supervisor, or

the trainer. The responses can be in formats such as "yes/no,"

"acceptable/urfacceptable," or "satisfactory/needs improvement/

unsatisfactory."

Records can be reviewed by the trainer regularly. Written

logs of training should be kept. These provide the trainer

with a record of what worked or did not work, any problems

which occurred, good questions, areas needing more review,.

and so on. Floor records, incidents, complaints, and

employee files are also records that can be used for evaluation.

Simulation is a performance assessment that enables the learner

to demonstrate a particular skill in a realistic setting.

Simulations allow learners to test skills and judgments in

the context of reality, to get prompt and specific feedback

on performance withoUt risk to patients, to try several
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approaches, to practice, and to work on one part of a complex

problem at a time. Basically, simulation allows the learner

to participate and practice a technique until it is per7-

fected.

All right, how can you as.a trainer use these evaluation

measurement techniques? Let's look at our needs analysis

checklist.

Direction: Please rate each of your aides on the ,
following tasks.

Task

1. Choose correct type of
thermometer (rectal/oral).

2. Observe proper care of
. thermometer.

3. Take an oral temperature,
using correct procedures.

. Take a rectal temperature,
using correct procedures.

. Record temperature correctly.

Performs
very Performs
well poorly
1 2 3 4 5

The nurse on a particular wing was asked to rate each of

the twelve aides on that wing on the above tasks. It was

determined through the needs analysis that review and

practice was needed for Task 4 and a re-training session was

needed for Task 5.
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The learning objectives corresponding to these tasks were:

Each aide will be able to demonstrate the correct
method of taking c rectal temperature.

Each aide will be able to correctly reCord'the
temperature reading from ten written examples of
thermometers.

For purposes of review, practice, and retraining, you as

trainer then provide an inservice which includes these two

objectives. At the end of the training, each aide is asked

to complete the following checklist.

Directions: Please rate yourself on the following tasks.

Task

. Choose correct type of
thermometer (rectal/oral).

. Observe proper care of
thermometer.

. Takes an oral temperature,
using correct procedures.

. Take a rectal temperature",
using correct procedures.

. Record temperature correctly.

Need
Can do more Cannot
well training do well

2 3

The nurse then rates the aides again. If both the nurse and

the aides feel that performance on these tasks is now accept-

able, the training can be evaluated as successful. This is

an example of how a checklist can be used in evaluating

training.

ra.
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Several other things should be considered by the inservice

trainer during evaluation. Objectives should be evaluated:

are the'objectives really matched to learner needs? Method

of presentation should be evaluated: is the met7.%od of

presentation appropriate? And inservice goals should be

_evaluated: is inservice meeting the goals of the nursing

home?

Trainers should be particularly careful not to attempt to

measure learner reactions to presentation techniques as an

evaluation of overall training. 'This As bound for. failure.

Unless you are. measuring popularity.of a particular present-

ation, trainee performance alone must be the criterion.

In summary, there are, three point:. be considered in

evaluation:

1. the degree to which training prepared learners
to perform particular job functions (learner
evaluation);

2. the degree to which the objectives were achieved
(program ev.,,ition);

3. information cncerning learner feedback on
method of presentation (diagnostic tool).

This leads to one of three evaluation decisions:

1. Continue inservice as is. No problems.

2. Discontinue current inservice. Too many
. problems.

3. Modify,"revise, and expand current inservice.
Some things are working well; others are not.
New problems have been identified.
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How does inservice benefit

the nursing home?

In the nursing home setting, very often the staff which

delivers "hands-on' care is largely made up of hourly wage

earners. These employees often have little background or

experience workin in nursing homes. Even if they have

worked previas nursing homes, the difference in policies

and procedures from one home to another can be confusing.

Often, this'type.of employee is hired in response to staff-

-ing needs demanded by regulations. The orientation provided

them is quick and b'rief, yet performance expectations are

"high and are,not altered by the,circumstalices of continual

turnover; Employees handled in this manner do not perceive'

themSelves as really belonging to the staff or as being

affiliated closely with the institution. Thus, turnover

rates remain high.

163
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Furthermore, Stafioon all levels are prone to be uneducated

in the field of_aging and chronic illness. Thus, they often

,

do not know how to handle problems which they encounter.

This can lead to many defensive behaviors which usually

result in poor patient care. It is also a source of low

morale among the employees,' as they experience constant job'

frustration.

For all the reasons just given, it is imperative that thor-

ough orientation and on-the-job training be offered to these

employees. Inservice offers an opportunity for staff to

develop an interdisciplinary approach to patient care. At

the same time it offers An opportunity for employees try

develop expertise in their Own fields. This is an important

concept. Since the needs of-Older patients are multiple,-it

is necessary to develop care plans which reflect the know-
:

ledge of multiple carer-givers interacting or behalf of the

patients. This maximizes patient care, while ,giving employees

the satisfaction of knowing that their individual contriution8

are necessary to the total plan. Each care-giver's effort

may appear minimal in .vi=ew' of the complexity and severity

of needs z given resident may have. When viewed as part

of an interacting total plan of care, however, all facets

of care-giving are seen as important °to the goals,

Most Directors of'Nurses find themselves spending a con-

3iderable,amount of time-counseling single employees
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concerning job performanceand expectations. Surveys show

that this aspect of the Director of Nurses' job is liked

least, and is seen as interfering mo.:.1.t with nursing duties.

Therefore, job satisfaction decreases for both Director of

Nurses and other employees. Successful orientation and in-

service can prevent most of the waste of professional time,

with better employee: morale as the result._

With these thoughts in mind, let's look at what the inservice

trainer can do within one's own nursing home to ensure that

inservice will benefit the facility and increase the quality

of patient care. At the cpnclusion of inservice programs,

oftentimes the administrators, employees, and inservice

trainers are left wondering.why training results are_limited

to vocabulary changes or.correct answers elicited in a

classroom setting. To be effective, training must transfer

from the classrc ,o the job.

Adult training needs support to survive, Otherwise it is

doomed to failure. An adult learner is'someone who has

airalrt overlearned certain behaviors. All adult }raining

is an unequal competition with pre -- existing. habits,

especially those habits which are supported by simply con-

forming to whatever one's peers are doing and to what one's

supervisor: expect or condone.
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Pretraining support is essential. Miribr behavior changes

are more likely to be accomplished than Major changes.

Training that attempts to extend existing habits or implant

ideas consistent with those already known and understood is

More likely to work than training that tries to replace an

old repertoire of habits with a new repertoire. Training,

therefore, should not be' overly ambitious. One small step

at a time is more beneficial than no steps or steps backwards.

Training should be useful. -Carefully analyze learner needs

to discover what behaviors already exist and how you can

use these pre-existing behaviors within training. The

reasons for training must be readily apparent to trainees.

In one sense, training is an intrusion into existing

behavior. Therefore, trainees need to understand and support .

the reasons for training. This is no problem when the

trainee is a beginner who has no skills. But it can be a

serious problem for retraining or for training employees

who are moving from one nursing home to another.

Planning for training must tailor tt. programs to Meet the

specific behaviors and understood needs of the group. Then

training is more likely to be accepted, and the behaviors

practiced during the training program have a better chance

of transferring to the job.

le
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The trainer can also impact the learners. When you think

about your own experiences as a learner, it may be that you

remember more about an instructor than about content.

Behaviors modeled by the trainer can have a powerful impact

on the learner. Instructor behavior that is at odds with

the instructor content produces feelings of discomfort within

a learner. This can result in the learner discounting the

importance and job relevancy of the content.

There are five trainer behaviors that increase motivation

to learn*:

1. Maintain and enhance the self. esteem of the
learners.

64

2. Focus on learners' behaviors and not on
learners' personalities.

3. Actively listen.

4. Use positive reinforcement to shape learning.

5. Set goals and follow-up dates and maintain
communications.

No training supports itself, and unsupported learning

inevitably dies. Old learning is supported by force of

habit. At best, all that classrooM training accomplishes

is to prepare the learner to benefit from on-the-job

feedback and reinforcement.

* Rosenbaum, B.L. and Baker, B., Do As I Do: The Trainer
as a Behavior Model, Training /HRD (December, 1979), 89-93.
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You as trainer must ell.tr4 that feedback and reinforcement

are incorporated in training. Appeals for support should

be directed precisely to those persons within the facility

who must act differently if training is to have an impact.

The appeal should be based on the ability of the learners

to do their jobs better. One example of this is supervisor

support. Instead of approaching the facility's administrator,

have a short session with LVN's. Explain what you are going

to include in the next inservice for aides, and give a quick

demonstration. Then encourage all LVN's to watch for and

reward the expected new behavior with a positive comment.

The people whose behavior has the greatest impact on

trainees' behavior are those with the most frequent daily

contact. Assign a new employee to an old employee "buddy."

Encourage the old employee to support correct patient care

procedures. 'Reinforcement and reward need not be extensive

or expensive. On the contrary, it. is usually sufficient

simple to acknowledge that one is doing what is expected.

Little things do count.

If you want the reinforcement to..be more than a simple

positive statement, work with administration to establish

some job incentives. Staff development can help. Inservice

sometimes offers an escape from tedium. Practically, in the

nur2ing home setting, we must often find ways'of persuading
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people t 'do well the work that they would rather not do at

all. It is helpful to periodically remind people of the

reasons why the job has to be done in a certain manner, of

how they as individuals fit within the structure of overall

patient care, and of their importance to the facility and the

patients.

Explanations will not make the work more attractive. Training

cannot make the work more pleasant, but it can make the work'

easier to perform and less oppressive. Explanations, praise,

and support of and from all levers of employees can make an

overall impact towards positive patient care.

In conclusion, the benefits of inservice for the staff are*:

1. It promotes understanding and commitment to the
gbals of-the-home, through-'orientation iorbgramming.-

2. It provides satisfactions by de:/eloping the
skills needed to do a good job on a continuing
basis.

3. It offers additional satisfaction of the univer-
sal human desire for growth and development, by
'providing refresher information and training in
new skills.

4, It gives staff a chance to grow with their jobs
and to take on additional'responsibilities, by
offering courses in. leadership and management
development. !

5. It actively involves staff members in checking .

on their own levels of performance and in setting
higher standards of on-the-job performance.

,* A Concept of Inservice 'Education in Nursing Homes, Nursing
Home Trainer Program,'NYM/RMD Project #20 61-70 A, United
Hospital -und of New York, December', 1972.
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6. It promotes mutual respect for each other's
work-roles and responsibilities, by giving
personnel from various disciplines oppor-
tunities to exchange ideas and information
and to solve problems together.

4

For the nursing lime, inservice education can promote a

higher level of patient/resident care and can develop a

more efficient and Loyal staff. The benefits ftom these

achievements may include the following:.

1. Inservice education :improves the public image

of the home (and'of nursing homes in general)
within the immediate community,,

2. InService education provides a new perception
of the nursing home as a laboratory for
analyzing problems and working. out practical
solutions to the problems of delivering care
and services to chronically ill, aging

patient/residents.

3. Inservice education develops a "neutral" envir-
onment in which interpersonal and interdepart-

mental disagreements_can be .resolved, and where

staff turnover can be reduced, if it is a .

problem.

'Inservice education is instrumental in developing human .

resources needed to provide care and services which satisfy. .

the complex needs of personnel, patient/residents, families,

and the community in which a home is located. Inservice

education is a continuing' responsbility shared by adminis-

trative and other` personnel responsbile for the safety and

well -being of nursing home patient/reSidents..
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